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CYCLING-CRAZED
FLANDERS
Flanders is the magnificent setting for
many of the photos in this catalog. We’ve
always felt a tie to Belgium, cycling’s other
heartland. It’s the polar opposite of Italy: the
climbs are short, the weather is bad, and
their cyclists are tough as nails.
Italians can skip a day of riding if there’s
a chance of rain because tomorrow it will
be sunny again. But the traditional Belgian
hard man isn’t going to let a little rain slow
him down. Victories are earned when no
one is watching, and that means putting in
the training no matter what weather you’re
stuck with.
Castelli’s singular goal is to make you faster.
Our cold-weather collection lets you dress
for any conditions, from extreme cold and
rain right up till you’re back in your shorts
and jersey next summer. This book is about
never missing a day due to weather—
without having to suffer the cold and wet
like a Belgian.
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PERFETTO

PERFETTO
FOR ALL CONDITIONS
The famous Gabba started out as a request from
pro riders who wanted a short-sleeve rain jacket
for racing in the rain. We thought it would be such a
hopelessly niche product that we’d never sell any,
but we made it because our pro riders needed it. The
Gabba revolutionized the way pro riders dress for wet
conditions, and cyclists everywhere have found a better
way to dress for cool conditions, whether dry or wet.
Along the way we added a long-sleeve version of the
Gabba, and then a vest, a lighter-weight version and
even one with removable sleeves. It was starting to
become a bit confusing, but the one constant was that
everyone was using the same word to describe these
products: perfect. Or in Italian, “perfetto.”
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We’re renaming this family of products the Perfetto
family, and the Gabba name will be reserved for the
original short-sleeve jacket for racing in the rain.
We’ve also made numerous improvements, including
a stronger DWR finish to help rain run off the jacket
and keep you drier. We’ve further refined the fit and the
drainage of the back pocket. We’ve added pockets to
the vest while keeping it packable.
There’s a Perfetto product for every condition, from the
lightweight wind vest to the Perfetto Convertible Jacket
that can be worn in extreme cold conditions when you
layer a thermal jersey underneath. You can count on
every Perfetto product performing exceptionally well in
dry conditions and providing significant protection from
wet conditions. All while staying very aerodynamic and
with the fit and cut that changed how we all dress for
the cold.
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NOW WE HAVE A PERFETTO
FOR EVERY RIDING CONDITION

SINCE THE GABBA JERSEYS CAME OUT IN 2010,
THE COLLECTION HAS TAKEN THE PRO PELOTON
AND NON-FAIR-WEATHER CYCLISTS BY STORM.
EVERYONE USES THE SAME WORD TO DESCRIBE
THE PRODUCTS: PERFECT. OR IN ITALIAN,
“PERFETTO.”
|6|

PERFETTO VEST
page 15

PERFETTO LIGHT
SHORT SLEEVE
page 13

GABBA 2
page 8

PERFETTO
LONG SLEEVE
page 10

PERFETTO
CONVERTIBLE JACKET
page 12
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GABBA 2 4514511
Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight
total wind protection with water-repellent finish
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction at back protects from wheel spray
Silicone gripper on waistband to limit ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with drain mesh
Rear reflective trim on pockets and flap for high visibility
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 260g (Large)

10°-18°C / 50°-64°F

010

BLACK

YOU WOULD NEVER MAKE A SLEEVELESS
RAIN JACKET IF YOUR MARKETING
DEPARTMENT WAS SEPARATE FROM
YOUR RACE DEPARTMENT
We invented the Gabba as a no-compromise race piece.
We didn’t expect it to be a huge commercial success, but
we did expect it to give our pros an unfair advantage. We
were mistaken on both accounts, especially the latter,
because practically every pro went out and bought a Gabba
and covered up the logos. And nearly every competitive
company has come up with a copy. But the other pro riders
still want this one. This one piece will change how you
dress for cool conditions.
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PERFETTO LONG SLEEVE 4516507
Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total
wind protection with water-repellent finish
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back protects
from wheel spray
Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 386g (Large)

6°-15°C / 43°-59°F

080

LUNA GREY

IT’S HARD IMPROVING
ON PERFECTION
Last year's version of this jacket was called the
Gabba Long Sleeve Jacket, but with Winter
2016 we're going back to reserving the Gabba
name for the original Gabba short sleeve jersey/
jacket. We kept hearing so many people call the
long-sleeve version of the Gabba as “perfect,”
so we’ve renamed it the Perfetto Jacket and set
about improving on perfection. We’ve improved
the water-repellent finish so it will keep you drier
without affecting breathability. We’ve refined the
fit. We’ve laser cut the drain holes in the pockets.
And we’ve totally redone the splash flap on
the back to make it lie flatter and fit better. The
reflective logo back there keeps you visible.

PERFECT FOR COLD AND HUMID DAYS
032

YELLOW FLUO
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MIRAGE
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SURF BLUE

BLACK
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PERFETTO CONVERTIBILE JACKET 4516506

PERFETTO LIGHT SHORT SLEEVE 4516045

Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total wind
protection with water-repellent finish
Remove the sleeves for a short-sleeved Perfetto Jersey
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back protects from
wheel spray
Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes

Gore® Windstopper® 150 fabric on front, sleeves and yoke for
lightweight wind protection
Nano Light fabric on the back sheds water but allows
significant breathability
3 external rear pockets
Long tail with reflective trim
YKK® Vislon zipper for easy opening and closing

SIZES: S-3XL

YOU’LL USE IT MORE THAN YOU CAN IMAGINE

WEIGHT: 457g (Large)

SIZES: S-3XL

6°-18°C / 43°-64°F

10°-20°C / 50°-68°F

It was the pros who first asked for a Gabba that’s not as hot as the Gabba but warmer
than the Perfetto Vest. So we started from the Gabba and made the back in Nano
Light fabric -- the same fabric as our Nano Flex tights but without the brushed fleece
inside. This gives the piece a lot of breathability and keeps you from overheating
inside. We further lightened it up by using a lighter weight of Gore® Windstopper® (a
full 25% lighter than the one used on the Gabba) on the front.

010

BLACK

PERFECTLY VERSATILE
With the introduction of the 2016 Perfetto Jacket
we also offer the convertible version, which gives
full protection in cold conditions but turns into a
Gabba-style short sleeved jersey/jacket in mild
conditions when you pull off the sleeves. It’s
perfect as a travel piece because you can ride in
nearly all conditions with this jacket. Or it’s also
great as an intro to the Perfetto family of products.

080

LUNA GREY

You make think that this is filling a very small niche. But just try it. It can cover most of
the conditions of the Gabba (except wet racing and very cold), yet it handles warmer
temperatures better. And the fit is exceptional, which is one more reason you’ll keep
reaching for it.
The consensus of our Castelli test crew is that this piece doesn’t fully replace the
Gabba or Perfetto Vest, but it’s another arrow in your quiver that is ideally suited to
cool temperatures, especially when it’s dry or there’s a risk of light rain.

057

SURF BLUE
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WEIGHT: 257g (Large)

077

MIRAGE

010

BLACK

057

SURF BLUE

023
RED
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PERFETTO VEST 4516508
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus on front and shoulders provides
lightweight wind protection
Nano Flex Light fabric on back protects from wheel spray
Packable construction
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper with wind flap
2 rear pockets
Reflective trim on back for visibility
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 192g (Large)

10°-18°C / 50°-64°F

032

YELLOW FLUO

FAWESOMER
Our race vest that you used to know as the Fawesome
Vest has gone from merely awesome to perfect — or,
rather, Perfetto. We keep the Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite
Plus on the front and shoulders, combined with Nano
Flex Light on the back for water repellency with high
breathability and an extremely aero fit. We cut the neck
high, and, new for this year, we give it two pockets on
the back for extra carrying capacity.

023
RED

057

SURF BLUE
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ALL-WEATHER PROTECTION

NEVER MISS A DAY DUE TO RAIN
That's the idea around Tempesta. It's a head-to-toe group of products that are made to work together so that you
can ride in the worst possible conditions. It's made for serious riding, not just surviving. So you can do your interval
workout or ride hard and fast, without overheating and without a jacket that billows in the wind.
The initial launch of Tempesta concentrated on those training days when you start the ride under heavy rain and
follow your coach's daily plan. With Tempesta you can ride outside as long as the roads aren't icy. Maybe you'll
even want to sell your rollers. The rain wear collection now expands to cover those days when you start out in dry
or damp weather but rain threatens to turn the ride into a fight for survival. Now you can start out with your usual
Gabba outfit but fill up your center pocket with a Dolomiti extra-light waterproof jacket and Tempesta pant and
you're ready for anything.

| 16 |
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MAXIMUM RAIN PROTECTION
1

2

3

4
Rain
High visibility

TEMPESTA CAP
page 112

TEMPESTA HOOD
page 112

TEMPESTA GLOVE
page 96

5

WET ROADS AHEAD
If you’re at the start of a four-hour race or training
ride and it’s pouring down rain, you know you’re
going to need a lightweight, breathable, race-fit
water-defeating kit. Tempesta was made for just
these occasions. Here’s how it works.

TEMPESTA
RACE JACKET
page 20

NANOFLEX 2 BIBSHORT
page 65

Add the Tempesta Shoecover to keep your feet
dry and the waterproof Tempesta Cap with a neck
flap to keep water from running into your jacket.

1. Start with your favorite base layer and teamissue shorts. (And go ahead and put on your
shoes and socks.)

4. Throw on the Tempesta Jacket, a lightweight
breathable shell (194g size L) that you can easily
stuff into a jersey pocket if it stops raining.

2. Add water-repellent Nano Flex Arm Warmers,
a summer-weight jersey and reflective Tempesta
Leg Warmers.

5. Add the waterproof Tempesta Glove and you’re
good to go. You have head-to-toe wet-weather
coverage that is 100% waterproof, breathable
and lightweight enough that you don’t have to
think twice about choosing it. Riding in the rain
has never been so much fun.

3. Pull on the Tempesta Pant, a completely
waterproof 3/4 pant that seamlessly integrates

| 18 |

with the leg warmers to keep your lower half
dry no matter what you’re riding through—while
allowing enough airflow from below the knee to
prevent overheating.

TEMPESTA SHOECOVER
page 100

TEMPESTA
3/4 PANT
page 24
TEMPESTA LEG WARMER
page 24
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DOLOMITI X-LITE JACKET 4516567
TEMPESTA RACE JACKET 4515510

Full waterproof protection in our most portable package ever
43 g/m2 Pertex® Shield fabric provides 20,000 mm waterproofing with 40,000 mvtr breathability
Taped seams for fully waterproof construction
Minimalist design means it packs up to half a jersey pocket
YKK® waterproof zipper
Reflective trim at collar and waist

Exclusive ultralightweight 70 g eVent® fabric
Stretch water- and windproof inserts at elbow, shoulder, side
panel and spray flap
YKK® waterproof Vislon zipper
2 external rear pockets
Quick-lock drawstring wrist closure with magnetic string keeper
Silicone elastic waistband
Reflective trim for 360° visibility
Fully taped seams for total waterproof construction
Packs up small to easily store in jersey pocket
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 194g (Large)

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 134 g (Large)

6°-15°C / 45°-60°F

6°-20°C / 43°-68°F

009

008

ANTHRACITE

GREY

GO OUT AND PLAY
045

GREEN FLUO

The Dolomites are at the doorstep of the Castelli offices and offer some of the most spectacular mountain riding on the planet. But in the early summer,
even the nicest days can turn into downpours in the afternoon. That’s what this jacket is made for: light and packable so you can carry it with you in
half a jersey pocket, yet fully waterproof and highly breathable when it’s time to pull it out. The three-layer Pertex® fabric weighs only 43 grams yet
has a waterproof membrane and a textile inner layer that’s comfortable on your skin. This model is missing many of the extra features of the Tempesta
Jacket because we wanted to make it as small as possible so it’s easy to take on any ride. When the rain starts and you don this jacket for the last two
mountain passes, you’ll appreciate the 40,000g/m2/24h MVTR breathability that will help keep you dry.

DOLOMITI X-LITE
JACKET

+
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GABBA 2

TEMPESTA 3/4
PANT

+

The rain wear collection now expands to cover those days when
you start out in dry or damp weather but rain threatens to turn
the ride into a fight for survival. Now you can start out with your
usual Gabba outfit but fill up your center pocket with a Dolomiti
extra-light waterproof jacket and Tempesta pant and you're ready
for anything.

CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM | 21 |

PAVÈ JACKET 4515511

RIPARO RAIN JACKET 4516050

Exclusive eVent ultralight microfiber fabric
External seam taping for total waterproof construction

2.5 Layer Torrent IV fabric with polyurethane membrane
Waterproof zipper
Fully seam sealed and water proof
Packs up small
Stuff pocket
Reflective detailing

®

Waterproof YKK® Vislon zipper
Silicone gripper elastic at waist
Extra-long tail with reflective trim for 360° visibility
Minimalist construction so it fits easily in jersey pocket
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 189g (Large)

SIZES: S-3XL

6°-20°C / 43°-68°F

WEIGHT: 110g (Large)

059

059

DRIVE BLUE/YELLOW FLUO

DRIVE BLUE

SERIOUS SHELTER

PURE PERFORMANCE: LESS IS MORE

This is your jacket if you're looking for total water proof
protection in a small package, ready to sacrifice a bit of
breathability to get a workhorse jacket for commuting
or training in the rain. This isn't the cost-is-no-object
jacket of our pro race pieces but comes near to them in
packability and matches the waterproofing. The 2.5 layer
fabric features a durable woven outer shell with a water
proof polyurethane membrane rated at 10,000 MVTR. It
packs to a small size that easily sits in a jersey pocket,
ready to give you full water proof shelter if the weather
should turn. We've given it a high neck, a long tail, and a
stuff pocket for when you need to carry it.

This jacket is an exercise in reducing the rain jacket to the bare
minimum. You need a high-performance fabric, so we worked with
eVent® to make a lighter version of what they’re already supplying to
some WorldTour teams. We cut it close to the body to minimize flapping
fabric and to improve aerodynamics. Then we taped the seams to make it
fully waterproof and gave it a waterproof YKK® zipper. Then we stopped.

010

BLACK/RED
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032

YELLOW FLUO

010

BLACK
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CAN BE TAKEN OFF WHILE ON THE BIKE

TEMPESTA 3/4 PANT 4515513
Exclusive eVent® ultralight microfiber main fabric for maximum
breathability
Stretch inserts in Torrent 3-layer fabric that provides extra durabiility in
the seat contact area
Internal elastic waist with adjustable draw cord
Internal seam taping for total waterproofness
Preshaped knee that provides ventilation while keeping rain out
Reflective Castelli wordmark
Folds up small to fit in half a pocket
SIZES: S-3XL

It only takes 10 seconds for a pro to take off the race pant on the bike.
we recommend you to stop, get off the bike, take them off, and stuff 'em in your center jersey pocket.

WEIGHT: 156g (Large)

UNCONVENTIONAL RAIN PROTECTION
Maybe you’re training for your own Tour de France, or you’re riding
through the Alps on the trip of a lifetime, and you catch infernal weather
conditions. You could bag it, or you could just pull on the Tempesta Pant
over your shorts. With our exclusive eVent® and Torrent fabrics, you’ve got
a fully seam-sealed lightweight pant that’s going to keep the water at bay.
We made it a 3/4 cut so you’ll get airflow coming in from just below the knee to
prevent overheating. The Torrent 3-layer stretch fabric is used where you need extra
give in the fabric to move with you. You’ll want to pull this pant off when it stops
raining, so we made it extremely compact so you can stash it in a pocket.

010

BLACK/GREY

TEMPESTA LEG WARMER 4515514

TEMPESTA FM RACE PANT 4516505

Made to wear with the Tempesta 3/4 pant
Can be used as a normal leg warmer for extra water
protection and visibility
Waterproof Reflex lower leg provides water protection and visibility
Nano Flex upper portion for water repellency should spray come up
under the Tempesta pant
GIRO3 leg gripper
Ankle zipper positioned at outside of ankle to prevent water entering

This is a pro-requested version of the Tempesta 3/4 Pant
Full Monty tear-away construction so it can be taken off while on
the bike without unclipping your feet
Press clips at waist prevent unwanted opening of snaps
Exclusive eVent® ultralight microfiber main fabric for maximum
breathability
Stretch inserts in Torrent 3-layer fabric that provides extra durability in the seat contact area
Taped seams for waterproofness
Elastic waist with adjustable draw cord
Preshaped knee provides ventilation while keeping rain out
Reflective Castelli wordmark
Folds up small to fit in half a pocket

SIZES: S-XL

WEIGHT: 122g (Pair)

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 204g (Large)

0°-9°C / 32°-48°F

FULL MONTY RACE PANT
010

BLACK
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The pros are almost guaranteed to have a few races each season in the rain with
temperatures down near freezing. Most pros just try to survive those days. But we
made this pant so you can thrive on days like that. When you wear it together with
the Tempesta Jacket, you keep your entire core warm and dry down to your knees.
There is a minimal aero trade-off, so we made the pant so it can be taken off in less
than 10 seconds while on the bike. We weren’t planning on making this pant until our
Cannondale Pro Team riders said they needed it for cold-weather racing. They get it.

010

BLACK/GREY
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JACKETS
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SANREMO 2 THERMOSUIT 4514500
Sorpasso tight lower portion combined with Perfetto
Long-Sleeve upper portion.
JACKET:
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite stretch fabric on upper portion
is windproof and splash resistant
Articulated collar that fits better whether standing or riding
Full length YKK® Vislon zipper with overlapping front opening
3 rear pockets
Sanremo construction at front allows easy access for nature stops and
makes it easier to put on
Rear reflective tabs
TIGHT:
Thermoflex and Thermoflex Core2 fabric
Progetto X2 Air seat pad for comfort and improved airflow
GIRO3 ankle grippers position the tight and seal around
shoecover
YKK® Camlock ankle zippers with reflective tape for high
visibility
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 555g (Large)

5°-15°C / 37°-59°F

231

BLACK/RED

PRO TIP
THIS IS A GENIUS PIECE
Alan Marangoni - Cannondale Pro Cycling Team

This is a genius piece. The top part is the same as
our Perfetto long sleeve jerseys, while the bottom
is the Sorpasso tight, just like the Cannondale Pro
Team tight. By using the same front closure as on our
Sanremo race suits, we make sure no wind comes in
through the jacket/tight junction, so it's warmer than
the two pieces separately.

THREE OF OUR BEST PRODUCTS
COMBINED INTO ONE
Here’s a totally new way of thinking about riding in cold weather. With the product concept of the Sanremo Speedsuit in mind, the
Castelli engineers have unveiled a new way to dress warm and light for winter riding. By joining the jacket and the tight together,
we prevent cold air from entering, effectively keeping you warmer with lighter-weight fabrics. There are no bib straps to restrict
breathing, the seat pad is the same Progetto X2 Air as the one in your best shorts, and lightweight materials don’t feel bulky or
restrictive. You essentially have our favorite top, the Perfetto Long-Sleeve, with our favorite tight, the Sorpasso—joined Sanremo
style. It all adds up to winter comfort.

The Sanremo Thermosuit makes it really convenient
to dress for cold weather. Put on a lighter base layer
for mild conditions, or two warm base layers for
extreme cold, pull this over the top, add booties,
gloves and a hat, and you're done. I wish we had this
in our team kit.

321

BLACK/YELLOW FLUO
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059

We’ve put all our best technologies into this exceptional Thermosuit. An aerodynamic cut, our best seat pad and a mix of
lightweight fabrics, including the Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite fabric for total windproofness and our warm Thermoflex Core2
fabric. By applying the technical advancement of hollow-core fibers, we’ve made the tights not only lighter than your normal
tights but also warmer—and they keep you drier.

DRIVE BLUE
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ELEMENTO 2 7x(AIR) JACKET 4515519
Our 7x(Air) fabric technology meets Alpha construction to
make your ultimate winter jacket
A new standard in balancing light weight, stretch,
breathability and warmth
Castelli-exclusive 7x(Air) quilted fabric with WindShear
inserts
Fleece lined for warmth with separate fleece layer on front
Articulated fleece collar gently wraps around the neck in
every cycling position
Raw-edge wrist cuffs and waist lie flat and seal out the cold
3 external rear pockets plus zippered chest key pocket
Close-to-body aero fit
Reflective tabs
SIZES: S-3XL

545g (Large)

ALPHA CONSTRUCTION
With the double-layer front you have far greater control over ventilation,
and when you’re working hardest you can open the external zip to
allow airflow to dry the thermal layer. It’s hard to imagine until the first
time you crest a hill and close the zipper back up and realize you’re
totally dry. You’ve never felt anything like it.

0°-12°C / 32°-53°F

Also coming from our Alpha jacket are the innovative wrist and
waist closures. The 3D knit fabric looks and feels like neoprene
at first glance, but it’s a fully breathable woven stretch fabric that
dramatically improves these critical areas of the jacket.

023
RED

010

BLACK

077

MIRAGE

7X(AIR)
We use the best winter membrane fabrics on the market but still find ourselves wanting more breathability. That’s why we
invented 7x(Air). We start with a fully wind- and waterproof external layer and then quilt it to a fleece inner layer using the
trapunto technique. This results in an extremely stretchy wind-resistant fabric, but the stitch holes give just the right amount
of air permeability and allow for a continuous exchange of air on the inside of the garment, which carries away moisture
much better than fully sealed fabrics.
This actually makes it warmer because there’s less unwanted air flowing on the inside of the garment. There must be a
downside, right? We definitely wouldn’t take this out on a rain day, since rain will come through the quilting stitching, though
the fabric is DWR treated and will shed light spray. But it’s ideal for your five-hour base fitness rides as well as your one-hour
lunchtime world championship rides. Breathability is good.

| 30 |
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ALPHA JACKET 4514502
Articulated collar that fits better whether standing or riding
Gore® Windstopper® 150 fabric fabric is windproof and water-resistant, with four-way stretch for freedom of movement
Better ventilation, better moisture evaporation thanks
to separate insulating layer
Asymmetric external YKK® Vislon zipper slides easily
and lays flat
Raw edge waist lays flat and moves with you
Raw edge wrist cuffs lay flat for a perfect interface
with gloves
Stretch fabrics with advanced patterning make for excellent
close-to-body fit yet accommodates a wide range of body types
Back ventilation
Castelli silicone text gripper at waist keeps the jacket from
riding up
Front zippered pocket
3 rear pockets
Zippered rear pocket with reflective webbing
SIZES: S-3XL
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WEIGHT: 430g (Large) 0°-12°C / 32°-53°F

GREAT FOR A
WIDE RANGE OF
TEMPERATURES
The Alpha Jacket brings innovation to winter jackets, and
plenty of style. Stretchy Windstopper® 150 fabric creates
the windproof, water-resistant shell, but rather than using a
traditional SoftShell material, we've detached the insulating
layer from the windproof layer, so you can open the windproof
layer to let air in to ventilate and help evaporate moisture
without chilling your core.
All the insulation moves independently of the shell, giving
great freedom, and the raw-edge cuffs and waistband seal
perfectly, lying totally flat for excellent glove-like fit without
bulk. The articulated collar is super snug and fits when you're
pedaling, standing or seated.
Practicalities are taken care of by three external rear pockets
to stow energy bars and small essentials, along with two
zippered rear and front pockets that allow you to securely
store your cell phone, ID and cash.
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WINDPROOF AND WATER-RESISTANT
Gore Windstopper® 150 fabric fabric is windproof and waterresistant, with four-way stretch for freedom of movement.
STAY DRIER
When opening the front zipper of
the jacket you get a blast of cold air
at the top of your chest, while the
rest of your body remains warm.

ARTICULATED COLLAR
At the collar we have a new articulated construction that
follows the bends in your neck whether you’re standing
or riding in the lowest aero position.
RAW EDGE AT WAIST AND WRIST
At the waist we have a new fabric and construction that lays
completely flat, is streamlined for aerodynamics, yet when
you drop into the riding position it follows your body without
binding or billowing. At the wrists we have a new flat rawedge construction that interfaces perfectly with our gloves
to keep drafts out and to improve comfort.
ADVANCED PATTERNING
Stretch fabrics with advanced patterning make
for excellent close-to-body fit yet accommodates
a wide range of body typess.
ASYMMETRIC ZIPPER
Asymmetric external YKK® Vislon zipper
slides easily and lays flat.

FIVE POCKETS
3 external rear pockets let you stow
energy bars and small essentials. 2
zippered rear and front pockets
allows you to securely store cell
phone, ID and cash.

| 34 |
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ESPRESSO 4 JACKET 4516509
Our fullest-featured jacket for long cold-weather base rides
Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast fabric is windproof and water repellent with 4-way
stretch for freedom of movement
Stretch inserts at shoulders for extra flexibility in aggressive riding position
Zippered chest pocket
Zippered ventilation openings on front that double as extra storage
Soft double-layered collar to seal out drafts
Elastic band on back prevents jacket from riding up
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper
3 rear pockets
Innovative CrossWrap lie-flat wrist closures
Reflective piping around waist for 360° visibility
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 532g (Large)

0°-12°C / 32°-53°F
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ESPRESSO: A DIFFERENT KIND OF SPEED
Everything Castelli does is somehow designed to make you faster. Think of this as your go-fastin-July jacket. We didn’t make it aero, so it’s not going to help you win the club training rides
in January. What we did is include every creature comfort to help you get in as much training
as you can stand over the winter. It’s cut a little looser than our race pieces. The full Gore®
Windstopper® construction seals out the cold while offering the best available breathability,
although we did add chest ventilation zips for when you need even more. We’ve brought new
wrist and neck closures to improve these difficult areas, and you get three big pockets plus a
zippered chest pocket.
057

SURF BLUE
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RADDOPPIA JACKET 4516514

SENZA 2 JACKET 4516510

Full Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast thermal protection plus
retroreflective panels on front and back
Reflective sleeve logos
Thermoflex side panels give extra breathability
3 rear pockets plus zippered rear pocket
YKK® Vislon zipper for easy sliding
SIZES: S-3XL

448g (Large)

Perfetto-style construction using our warmest Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast
fabric
Thermoflex side panels give extra breathability
3 rear pockets
YKK® Vislon zipper for easy sliding
Long water-repellent rear flap to protect from wheel spray
Reflective heat-transfer logos on sleeves

0°-10°C / 32°-50°F

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 448g (Large)

0°-10°C / 32°-50°F

SAFER ALL THE TIME
The trouble with most reflective cycling wear is that you’re
embarrassed to wear it. That’s why we’re trying to bring very
high levels of reflectivity to garments that you want to wear all
the time. If you’re more likely to be wearing it, then you’re more
likely to get the protection it can provide. Functionally, this
jacket is similar in warmth to our Espresso or Senza jackets but
with the added bonus of large perforated retroreflective panels.
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LESS IS MORE
The Gabba long-sleeve jacket (now named Perfetto) has been a big
hit with both our pro riders and normal riders because it gets all the
basics right without adding anything extra. So with the Senza Jacket
we’re bringing essentially the same construction but in our warmest
Windstopper® fabric. It’s made to just keep you warm adding a good
bit of understated style.
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MORTIROLO 4 JACKET 4516511
Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast fabric on front is windproof and water-resistant
Back in Warmer to prevent overheating
Front zippered chest vents
Silicone gripper at waist keeps jacket from riding up
YKK® Vislon zipper
3 external rear pockets
Reflective stripe on back to keep you visible in low-light conditions
SIZES: S-3XL

393g (Large)

6°-15°C / 43°-59°F

080

LUNA GREY/WHITE/BLACK

ITALIAN STYLE
At our Italian headquarters we are lucky to have some of
the best cycling playgrounds in the world. Winters can be
really cold with plenty of snow here, but as long as riding
is still safe, being outside is much more fun than suffering
on the rollers. A typical cyclist would probably ride at
moderate speed to prepare for next season’s objectives. For
some of us, winter riding also includes speed work or even
intervals when preparing for a cyclocross race or an earlyseason Ironman next spring.

THE JACKET THAT EXCELS IN A WIDE
VARIETY OF CONDITIONS
The Mortirolo is a perennial favorite among cyclists because
it’s exceptionally good in a wide variety of conditions. High
intensity in cold weather? Yep, this jacket keeps you warm but
also vents a lot of moisture out the back thanks to our thermal
Warmer fabric. Lower intensity in mild conditions? Yep, just
open up the zippered front vents and use a lighter base layer.
The only real trade-off here is that we didn’t build in real water
repellency other than the Gore Windstopper® on the front, but
this is a great piece for those dry fall and winter days.
023
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The Mortirolo is the perfect jacket for those dry wintery
rides. No danger of overheating due to the cleverly placed
fabrics, protective Windstopper® and breathable panels.
As spring gets closer you’ll appreciate the zippered chest
vents—especially when overambitious riding pals are
sprinting for town signs or fighting for KOM glory.
Of course the Mortirolo is also a great jacket if you're just
cruising around in endurance mode by yourself.
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VELOCISSIMO JACKET 4516513
Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast fabric on front and sleeves
Warmer fleece fabric on the back for additional breathability
Silicone gripper at waist keeps jacket from riding up
Anatomic form-fit cut for cycling position
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper
Flip-up Thermoflex collar
Side panels in Thermoflex for extra breathability
3 external rear pockets
Rear reflective viz strips keep you visible in low-light
conditions

EVERYTHING THAT’S GREAT
ABOUT THE MORTIROLO,
PLUS REFLECTIVITY
Does your training schedule mean you're riding at night? Or maybe you're
commuting to save the environment, money or time? Or just riding at
night for fun? We have a series of products specially designed to help
keep you visible and safe.

MORTIROLO REFLEX JACKET 4516512
Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast fabric on front is windproof and
water-resistant
Sleeves and side panels in perforated retroreflective fabric
layered over fleece
Back in Warmer to prevent overheating
Front zippered chest vents
Silicone gripper at waist keeps jacket from riding up
YKK® Vislon zipper
3 external rear pockets
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 494g (Large)

The Raddoppia and Mortirolo Reflex jackets feature 360° visibility so
you'll be visible to cars from any angle. But we especially recommend
reflectivity on your lower legs or feet, since the movement combined
with the bright reflected light is exceptional at grabbing the attention of
distracted drivers. The big patches of moving light tend to get noticed
from a long distance, and I find that drivers tend to give more space as
they pass.

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 427g (Large)

6°-15°C / 45°-60°F

017

RUBY RED/RED

NOT EXACTLY WHAT WE GIVE TO THE PROS
The Cannondale Pro Cycling Team pros get our full Gore®
Windstopper® jacket, and they say they like it. But they also have
5% body fat. Or less. Some of the rest of us get too hot riding
in the pro jackets. So we made this one with our Warmer fabric
on the back panel. This allows for more air exchange and lets
off a lot of heat, making this ideal for rides in midler conditions,
although we happily take it down to 6°-7°. This is an ideal jacket
for fall and spring in colder climates, or a full winter piece if
you're lucky enough to live where it doesn't get that cold.
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6°-15°C / 43°-59°F
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PASSO GIAU JACKET 4515521
Body mapping to bring the right fabrics to each part of the body
Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast fabric on upper chest and shoulders
Gore® Windstopper® X-Mid fabric on sleeves and lower chest
Back in Warmer for excellent breathability

PERFECT FIT WITH
OUR THERMAL
JERSEYS

YKK® Camlock zipper
Jacquard waist elastic
3 external rear pockets
Anatomic collar for extra comfort in cycling position
Reflective tabs
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 321g (Large)

6°-15°C / 43°-59°F

The Isterico Vest is designed to keep your core warm
during long off-season training rides. The windproof and
water-resistant Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast fabric on
the front and sides will protect you from the elements,
while the Warmer fabric on the back will give you
maximum temperature regulation.

023

RED/BLACK/TURBULENCE

Isterico is cut to provide an anatomic fit, with an elastic
band on the back of the waist to keep it from riding up.
A zippered front pocket is perfect for cell phone or keys,
while three traditional rear pockets will take care of the
inner tubes and food. Rear reflective tabs and trim at the
hem provide increased visibility in low-light conditions.

IT’S OUR ALTER EGO
We pour a lot of energy into our groundbreaking innovations
like the Alpha jacket. It’s part of our constant striving to make
riding faster, more fun and more comfortable. But there’s
another side of us that appreciates the simple perfection of
a perfectly constructed garment with just the right fabrics,
fit, design and components, where everything just kind of
disappears. That’s the Passo Giau jacket. Designed to fit your
body. Nothing superfluous.
077
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ISTERICO VEST 4511504
Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast stretch fabric is windproof
and water resistant
Warmer fabric on back for temperature regulation
Anatomic form-fit cut for cycling position
Front zippered chest pocket
Elastic band on back keeps vest from riding up
Full-length YKK® Camlock zipper
3 rear pockets
Rear reflective tabs and trim at hem
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 230g (Large)

8°-16°C / 43°-60°F

910
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VELO JACKET 4514026

SQUADRA LONG JACKET 4510504

ForceField micro ripstop fabric is fully windproof and
offers DWR rain protection
Mesh-lined collar that becomes stuff sack
Covered ventilation openings on sleeves and back
Reflective Castelli wordmark logo
Reflective back tabs
Cut long for lower-body splash protection

Minimalist shell jacket for that long Dolomite descent or
unexpected rain shower
Coated 100% polyester fabric is windproof and moderately
water resistant
Rear vent opening

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 91g (Large)

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 108g (Large)

10°-16°C / 57°-71°F

12°-16°C / 50°-61°F

READY FOR THE UNEXPECTED?
A lightweight packable shell, ideal for stuffing in your
pocket in case of rain on those showery days. The
Squadra Long jacket will keep the worst of the rain and
wind off when needed, while still being small enough to
pack into your back pocket or saddle bag. An essential
item for every ride.
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ORANGE FLUO

NEVER GET CAUGHT OUT
We’ve engineered an extremely high amount of protection
into a minimum-sized package. Using a 30 g/m2 waterrepellent and windproof fabric, we’ve created a jacket
that disappears into half a jersey pocket when not in use,
yet provides wind and rain protecion when needed. Fit is
predictably Castelli: close to body to minimize flapping
fabrics. Serious equipment for unpredictable conditions.
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VELO VEST 4514027
ForceField micro ripstop fabric is fully windproof and
offers DWR rain protection
Mesh-lined collar that becomes stuff sack
Mesh side panels
Reflective Castelli wordmark logo
Reflective back tabs
Cut long for lower-body splash protection
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 69g (Large) 12°-18°C / 54°-64°F
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JERSEYS
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ALPHA WIND JERSEY FZ 4514516
Lightweight double-layer wind jersey with rain protection on back
Gore® Windstopper® 150 front and sleeves
Prosecco Stratus fabric liner with 2nd front zip
Asymmetric external YKK® Vislon zipper to prevent bunching
Articulated collar that fits better whether standing or riding
Front zippered pocket
Raw-edge waist lies flat and moves with you
Back in Nano Warm
Advanced patterning makes for excellent close-to-body fit
Castelli silicone text gripper at waist keeps the jacket from riding up
3 rear pockets with extra zippered pocket
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 304g (Large)

8°-15°C / 46.4 °-59°F
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REDEFINING WHAT
A JERSEY CAN DO
We love the feel of riding in a thermal jersey
in the right conditions: you’re cozy and warm,
have total freedom of movement, stay drier than
with a jacket, and have no extra fabric flapping
in the wind. With the Alpha Wind Jersey we’ve
extended that feeling to about 10 degrees colder
and given you the Alpha ventilation system
that prevents overheating better than ever.
We’ve given this jersey a Nano Warm back for
total breathability yet with nanotechnology
rain protection, and flat wrists and waist lifted
straight from the Alpha Jacket.
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LIGHTWEIGHT,
BUT HEAVY ON
PROTECTION

POTENZA JERSEY FZ 4516515
Polartec® Power Stretch fleece fabric with Hard Face DWR finish
Exceptionally warm fleece with the just the right amount of air
permeability to keep you comfortable in cool conditions
3 rear pockets plus zippered key pocket
Chest pocket with jacquard Rosso Corsa logo
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper
Bonded flat waistband with 360° reflective piping
CrossWrap wrist closures
SIZES: S-3XL

328g (Large)

This jersey opens up an entirely new category of coolweather clothing. All the windproof fabrics are amazing
at keeping the cold out, but even with the best of them
you get wet inside when the intensity picks up. We set
out to make a jersey that's significantly warmer than
your traditional thermal jersey but that can maintain
some airflow to prevent perspiration buildup on the
inside.

10°-17°C / 50°-65°F

057

SURF BLUE

The fabric does the magic here. The dense knit
structure keeps a lot of the wind off, which together
with the luxuriously thick fleece keeps you warm down
to around 10°C/50°F. The fabric is light and extremely
stretchy, so you don't feel weighed down like you do
with a traditional jacket.

ALL IN ONE
We hesitate to call this a jersey because it’s unlike any jersey
you’ve ever tried. We think it introduces an entirely new class
of product. The tight knit and lofty fleece on the Polartec®
Power Stretch fabric helps you keep a lot of heat in, but there’s
enough air permeability to let a lot of moisture out. The fabric
is extremely stretchy, and we’ve given it a Hard Face finish
with a DWR coating so drizzle from brief showers will run off.
The finishing details are all focused on comfort and function
because we know you’ll be spending a lot of time in this morethan-a-jersey-but-not-quite-a-jacket innovative product.
009

ANTHRACITE
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This jersey can replace your lighter jacket on the mild
days or can keep you warm on those fall days when
your vest and arm warmer kit just isn't warm enough.
While this isn't a pro team piece, we did give it to a
few pro riders and they begged us to provide it to the
team as well. So we're working on that. In the same
way that you can ride a lighter bike than the pros, you
can also ride a better jersey than the pros. At least for
a season or two.
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GREAT COMPANION
FOR CHILLY DAYS
AND BREEZY
CONDITIONS

TRASPARENTE 3 WIND JERSEY FZ 4515525
Fits like a jersey, protects like a jacket
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite front and sleeves are windproof
and splash resistant
Warmer fabric on back for high breathability
Full-length YKK® Camlock zipper
Chest zipper pocket and 3 external rear pockets
Reflective detailing on back
Jacquard internal elastic waist
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 281g (Large)

You know the spring/fall transition periods when
you're standing in front of your cycling closet and
you're not sure whether to wear a long-sleeve
jersey or jacket for today’s ride? The Trasparente
was made for days like this. This ingenious piece
fits like a jersey but protects almost like a jacket.
Lightweight Gore® Windstopper® fabric on the front
and sleeves provides excellent wind protection,
while a more breathable and stretchy fabric on the
back ensures excellent moisture management and a
close-to-body fit.

10°-18°C / 50 °-64°F

901

BLACK/ANTHRACITE/WHITE

But its use extends beyond cool fall and spring days.
The Trasparente is also an excellent piece if your
training includes speed workouts during winter.
In combination with different base layers, it covers a
wide temperature range. Wear it with your summer
base layer for milder and/or fast rides. Put a heavierweight long-sleeve base layer underneath and you
are ready for your five-hour fall endurance loop
without feeling bulky.

STAFF FAVORITE
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LUNA GREY/RED

At our Italy headquarters at the edge of the Dolomites we have some
amazing fall and spring riding. The Trasparente covers those conditions
perfectly by blocking the wind on the front while maintaining lots of
breathability. It’s an unusual garment because we used fabrics that we
usually use on jackets, but we gave it the fit and weight of a longsleeve jersey. You feel light and fast, like you’re wearing a jersey, and
you don’t overheat and wet out — yet you appreciate the extra warmth
when starting out or on a long descent.

DRIVE BLUE/SURF BLUE
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CRITERIUM JERSEY FZ 4515528

PURO 2 JERSEY FZ 4516516

Warmer fabric is our warmest nonwindproof thermal fabric
Reflective insert at upper chest and back
Embossed logo
3 external rear pockets

Warmer fabric on body, with new Warmer X-Stretch on sleeves
and side panels
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper
Silicone gripper at waist to limit ride-up
3 rear pockets
Zippered rear pocket with reflective zipper cover

Full-length YKK® Camlock zipper
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 253g (Large)

13°-18°C / 55 °-63°F

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 278g (Large)

13°-20°C / 55°-68°F
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WARM THERMAL LAYER

IT’S EVEN RACEABLE

The thick and fleecy Warmer fabric provides a lot of insulation
yet delivers great moisture management with good stretch for
a perfect fit. We kept clean design lines so it’ll look good on its
own or under a vest (we recommend Perfetto or Velo). And we
added in a big reflective stripe to give you extra protection on
those shorter fall days.

This is the same jersey we give the Cannondale Pro
Cycling Team riders and if you keep a sharp eye you'll
even see it used in races. They love it as the perfect
cool weather training piece.
It’s a deceptively simple kind of garment that just
gets everything right: Warmer fabric on the body
to keep your core warm, Warmer X-Stretch on the
sleeves to eliminate flapping fabric, a YKK® Vislon
zipper for easy up/down.
Just one ride and it’ll change your idea of how good
a thermal jersey can be.
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RADDOPPIA JERSEY FZ 4516518
Warmer fabric on body, with new Warmer X-Stretch on sleeves and side panels
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper
Silicone gripper at waist to limit ride-up
3 rear pockets
Rear reflective tabs keep you visible in low-light conditions
SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 247g (Large)

DRESS LIKE A PRO

COSTANTE JERSEY FZ 4516519

Our printed thermal jerseys are much more than just the colorful graphic that you
notice at first. We've worked hard with our pro riders to give them the best thermal
jersey ever, and this group of graphic jerseys features the same cut and fabrics we
use for the pros. Every stitch, every fabric and every millimeter of the pattern has
been obsessed over to make this deceptively simple garment approach perfection.

Nuyarn performance wool fabric with 15% nylon content for better strength,
durability and moisture management
Full-length YKK® zipper
3 rear buttoned pockets
SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 189g (Large)

YOU CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP

13°-20°C / 55°-68°F

Word has it that back when Costante Girardegno was winning the 1919 Giro d’Italia, he
was clothed by Milan-based tailor Vittore Gianni, which would later become Castelli. In the
intervening century, we’ve managed to improve on the wool fabrics that we used for Costante.
Now we wrap virgin wool around a nylon core to reduce shrinkage and improve the hand and
moisture management. And, because, it’s not a spun yarn, it won’t twist around your body.
Classically styled in the most modern traditional fibers.

13°-20°C / 55°-68°F
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VELOCISSIMO JERSEY FZ 4516517
Warmer fabric on body, with new Warmer X-Stretch on sleeves and side panels
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper
Silicone gripper at waist to limit ride-up
3 rear pockets
Rear reflective tabs keep you visible in low-light conditions
SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 248g (Large) 13°-20°C / 55°-68°F
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TIGHTS
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OMLOOP THERMAL BIBSHORT 4516520
Thermal short cut just to the knee
Thermoflex fabric for exceptional warmth, stretch and breathability
Raw-cut edge at anatomically shaped knee
Progetto X2 Air seat pad for long-distance comfort
Mesh bib straps so that you can regulate insulation with your base layers, not the bib
Reflective viz strips for visibility
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 214g (Large)

PRO INNOVATION
We first saw this back in 2009 when our
Cervélo TestTeam rider Jeremy Hunt rode the
Omloop Het Nieuwsblad in knee warmers that
he had cut to knee length. It took six years
for it to catch on, but we saw half a dozen or
so riders starting the 2015 Omloop with that
same look. So we engineered a fabric that lets
us leave a soft raw edge at the back of the
knee that won’t cut into you, and we started
riding prototypes. Once again the guys who
do this for a living have come up with a new
way to dress. It’s significantly warmer than a
thermal short but doesn’t feel overdressed like
a knicker.

12°-18°C / 55°-65°F

At the Belgian classics we've seen the pros
cutting off their knee warmers to have a
thermal layer just to the knee. So we made
up some shorts to ride in and quickly realized
that the pros are onto something. It feels
significantly warmer than a thermal short but
without the restriction of 3/4 knickers. We
developed a soft raw-cut edge so it's not going
to cut into the back of your knee. Plus it looks
very pro. Long socks required.
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NANOFLEX PRO BIBTIGHT 4515533

NANOFLEX 2 BIBTIGHT 4515534

Extra rain protection for long rides in the worst conditions
Nano Flex base fabric with Nano Flex Light overlays on thighs,
knees and rear
Reduced seam construction
Waterproof reflective band on inner leg protects against wheel
spray
Progetto X2 Air seat pad

Nano Flex fabric provides outstanding warmth and stretch with
water resistance
Minimal seams for maximum water resistance
KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort
Mesh bib straps for breathability
Reflective screen-printed Castelli graphic on both legs
GIRO3 ankle grippers lie flat and seal around shoecover

SIZES: S-3XL

YKK® ankle Camlock zippers with reflective tape for high visibility

WEIGHT: 323g (Large)

6°-18°C / 43°-64°F

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 251g (Large)

6°-18°C / 43°-64°F

NANOFLEX 2 BIBKNICKER 4515535
TRAIN THROUGH ANYTHING

SIZES: S-3XL

We initially developed our Nano Flex tights to help you get through
the occasional rainy day of training. But you asked for more, so here it
is: the extreme-duty Nano Flex bibtight. By putting an extra layer over
the thighs, knees and bum we're able to significantly increase the rain
protection while also blocking a bit more wind. We've made the lower
inner leg completely waterproof, since this was usually the first area
to soak through with our Nano Flex tights. And because these tights
are going to see heavier use, we've also upgraded the seat pad to the
Progetto X2 Air, so you're ready for long rides with a high probability of
rain.

WEIGHT: 215g (Large)

10°-18°C / 50°-65°F

NANOFLEX 2 BIBSHORT 4515536
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 191g (Large)

14°-22°C / 57°-71°F

010

BLACK

010

BLACK

CASTELLI TIP
BREAK THE RULES
One of the cardinal rules of dressing for cycling
is that your tights or leg warmers go inside your
booties. Nano Flex changes that. When it's
raining, put the tights or warmers over the booties
to shed rain to the outside of the bootie and help
keep your feet dry.
010

BLACK

010

BLACK
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NANO LIGHT PRO BIBSHORT 4516046
Nano Light Pro fabric for cool and wet conditions
Minimal seaming to minimize water entering
Mesh bib straps
Reflective screen-print logos
Flat leg grippers
KISS Air seat pad
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 197g (Large)

COOL AND/OR WET SPRING DAYS

10°-20°C / 50°-68°F

We made this short for spring conditions, when your riding goes from long winter rides in tights to
higher intensity, and you’re riding no matter the weather. This short is made with our Nano Light
Pro fabric, an unbrushed version of our Nano Flex fabric. This fabric has a tighter weave so it keeps
out more water, and the 270 g weight makes this good for cool weather as well as providing great
muscle support. We’ve minimized the seams to help keep the water out and provided reflective logos
for extra visibility. The KISS Air pad is comfortable for your longest rides, and you won't even notice
the low-profile gripper that keeps the leg in place.

010

BLACK

010

BLACK
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SORPASSO BIBTIGHT 4510510

THE BEST TIGHT
WE’VE EVER MADE

Thermoflex Core2 fabric front and knee areas for extra protection
Thermoflex back, lower legs and thighs for maximum stretch
GIRO++ seamless straps on bib
GIRO3 ankle grippers position the tight and seal around shoecover
YKK® Camlock ankle zippers with reflective tape for high visibility
Progetto X2 Air seat pad for comfort and improved airflow
SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 260g (Large)

0°-15°C / 32°-59°F

This is it: the tight that is getting glowing reviews
from magazine testers all over the world and is
also the favorite among the Castelli test crew.
The comments that keep coming up are the
great fit along with exceptional comfort down
to very cold temperatures or even when the
thermometer rises. The secret to the great fit is
the mixture of Thermoflex Core2 along with our
standard Thermoflex, which lets us create just
enough stretch but with enough support to keep
everything in place.
The wide temperature range is thanks to the inner
layer of Thermoflex Cure Due, with its hollowcore polyester for great moisture management
and insulation. All that plus the Progetto X2 Air
seat pad, GIRO++ bib straps and Camlock ankle
zips with reflective overlays. It will get glowing
reviews from you too.

059

BLACK/DRIVE BLUE
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BLACK/WHITE

321

BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

710

BLACK/REFLEX

010

BLACK/BLACK

123

BLACK/RED
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POLARE 2 BIBTIGHT 4513523
SORPASSO BIBKNICKER 4510511

Full Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast front for total wind protection
Thermoflex Core2 back for extra warmth with brushed fleece inside
KISS Air seat pad gives great cushioning without excessive bulk
Ankle zips with reflective detailing

Thermoflex Core2 fabric front and knee
areas for extra protection
Thermoflex back, lower legs and thighs for
maximum stretch
GIRO++ seamless straps on bib
Progetto X2 Air seat pad for comfort
and improved airflow

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 350g (Large)

-5°-4°C / 23°-39°F

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 248g (Large) 11°-16°C / 52°-62°F

OUR WARMEST TIGHT
This is our warmest tight for tough guys who don’t let a little cold keep
them indoors. Our warmest Gore® Windstopper® fabric covers the entire
front of the tight and even wraps around the sides of the thighs for added
protection.
Thermoflex on the back lets us build in the renowned Castelli fit. We’ve
kept the bib straps to a minimum so that you can layer your upper body
exactly as you wish, without an unwanted thermal layer covering your
stomach.
101

BLACK/WHITE

010

BLACK/BLACK

710

BLACK/REFLEX

SORPASSO WIND BIBTIGHT 4513521
Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast thigh and knee protection for
cold-weather riding
Thermoflex Core2 fabric at upper front for warmth with
outstanding wicking
Thermoflex back and lower legs for maximum stretch
GIRO++ seamless straps on bib
GIRO3 ankle grippers position the tight and seal around
shoecover
YKK® Camlock ankle zippers with reflective tape for high
visibility
Progetto X2 Air seat pad for comfort and improved airflow
SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 308g (Large) -4°-8°C / 25°-46°F

010

BLACK/BLACK
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101

BLACK/WHITE
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VELOCISSIMO 3 BIBTIGHT 4516522

VELOCISSIMO 3 BIB KNICKER 4516524

Thermoflex fabric for warmth and comfort
KISS Air pad for all-day comfort
Sublimation-printed mesh bib straps for breathability
Jacquard camlock ankle zips
Reflective viz strips for high visibility

VELOCISSIMO 3 TIGHT 4516525

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 288g (Large)

SIZES: S-3XL

SIZES: S-3XL

6°-15°C / 45°-60°F

WEIGHT: 243g (Large)

WEIGHT: 205g (Large)

12°-18°C / 55°-65°F

6°-15°C / 45°-60°F

VELOCISSIMO 3 BIBTIGHT NO PAD 4516523
Only color 010 BLACK
SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 240g (Large)

6°-15°C / 45°-60°F

GETTING THE LITTLE THINGS RIGHT
The Velocissimo tight is the result of putting together
the right ingredients with a bit of magic. We use
our soft, fleecy and warm Thermoflex fabric with our
famous KISS Air seat pad, covering the comfort. The
mesh bibs along with the camlock ankle zips and
reflective tabs are expected in a tight at this level. The
magic comes in with the fit and how everything just
locks into place and works well together. That’s why
this is a perennial favorite in the Castelli line.

010

BLACK

771

BLACK/MIRAGE

010

BLACK
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231

BLACK/RED

571

BLACK/SURF BLUE

180

BLACK/LUNA GREY

101

BLACK/WHITE

010

BLACK

321

BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

101

BLACK/WHITE
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MENO 2 BIBTIGHT 4516521
Thermoflex Core2 front panels for warmth and moisture
management
Thermoflex back panels for extra stretch
KISS Air pad for all-day comfort
Mesh bib straps for breathability
Flat-lock seams
Reflective Castelli logos at lower leg
Jacquard knit ankle zippers
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 268g (Large)

4°-15°C / 39°-59°F

010

BLACK

MENO 2 WIND BIBTIGHT 4516580
AirFlex Thermo fabric on front panels for maximum
stretch and total windproofness
Back in Thermoflex Core2 for excellent moisture management and warmth
Mesh bib straps for breathability
KISS Air pad for all-day comfort
Flat-lock seams
Reflective Castelli logos at lower leg
Camlock ankle zips
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 293g (Large)

A LOT OF
ATTENTION
TO JUST A FEW
DETAILS
This is one of the simplest products in the
Castelli line, but every detail has been
obsessed over, to perfection. It has just four
panels, with the front two in Thermoflex
Core2 to keep you a little warmer on
the front, and the back two in standard
Thermoflex to give a perfect fit.

0°-8°C / 32°-46°F

The seams are placed closer to the back
for extra warmth, and we even manage to
provide an anatomical cut. The seams are
flat for extra comfort, there are ankle zips
for easy on/off, and the logos on the lower
leg are reflective for added visibility in low
light conditions.

PERFECTION SIMPLIFIED...
AND WINDPROOF
The Meno family is all about getting serious about your winter training, and for
this line we concentrate on getting the right fabrics and fit but eliminate anything
extra. The Meno Bibtight is a core performance tight in this line. You’ll love the
regular non-windproof version of the Meno, but for cold days we’ve also made
this windproof version of it. In the spirit of obsessing over the details, we created
a new AirFlex Thermo fabric that provides high four-way stretch with total
windproofness and a fleecy inside to keep you warm.
010

BLACK
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CYCLOCROSS
IT’S MUDDY, IT’S COLD –
IT’S CYCLOCROSS SEASON!
You’ve been waiting for it since the end of road season. Colored
leaves begin to spin down from trees, and clouds darken. You show
up at the race beneath a cold, gray sky that threatens to inundate the
course with rain within the hour.
It’s time to layer up and get your bike from the van to the team tent
as quickly as possible. Rain begins to fall heavily as you make a few
last-minute adjustments to tire pressure.
Just as suddenly, the rain lets up and it’s time to pre-ride the course.
You don your warm-up layers and head out for some quick recon.
Rocky run-up here, off-camber section there: you’ve got it figured out.
Your breath steams in the cool air as you hear your call-up. At the
line, you quickly shed your layers. You’re warm and ready to put in
your 60 minutes. The wait is over.
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CX 2.0 SPEEDSUIT 4516500

SANREMO 3.2 SPEED SUIT 4516501

Our cold-weather ’cross suit developed with Team Telenet Fidea
Thermoflex fleece fabric on upper portion
Single-piece construction of shorts with Action 290 fabric for stretch and
durability
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper with large pull tab that can easily be grabbed with
muddy gloves
Long sleeves in thermal fabric to keep heat in
Higher neck for extra warmth
Giro3 single-layer sublimation-printed leg ending
KissAir seat pad for good protection but minimum bulk
2 rear pockets make this a great piece for ’cross training
or cool-weather rides

Ideal for cyclocross racing in mild to cool conditions
The lower portion is our Free Aero Race short for comfort, muscle
support and aerodynamics
Progetto X2 Air seat pad for pro-level comfort
The upper portion is based on our Aero Race 5.1 Jersey for CFD- and
wind-tunnel-tuned aerodynamics
3 rear pockets and reflective viz strips for use in training on the road
Open front makes it easy to put on, easy to ventilate
and convenient for nature breaks

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 387g (Large)

SIZES: S-3XL

4°-20°C / 40°-70°F

-5°-7°C / 22°-45°F

CYCLOCROSS GETS AERO

COLD WEATHER? NO PROBLEM

All the things that make the Sanremo suit great on the road also
make it great for ’cross: maximum aerodynamics, a front opening
that makes it easy to stand up for the run segment, excellent
moisture management, and fantastic comfort and muscle support in
the legs. We’ve applied darker colors so it’ll look great through an
entire season of ’cross racing.

We made this suit with Team Telenet Fidea for those cold conditions
you find in winter cyclocross racing. We use our Thermoflex fabric,
which traps extra insulating air yet is excellent at wicking moisture
away to keep you from overheating. The short portion is in our
heaviest-weight Action 290 Lycra® fabric to keep a bit more wind
off. It’s highly versatile, and by changing the base layer from light to
warm you can take the suit from mild to frigid conditions.

009

ANTHRACITE/BLACK/RED
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WEIGHT: 211g (Large)
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CROSS PRERACE JACKET 4515501

WEIGHT: 411g (Large)

Made for warming up before your cold
and/or wet ‘cross race. This stretchy
fabric gives you full freedom of movement
for riding the course while completely
protecting you from wind, rain, snow and
mud. Rock this look up to the line, and
then in a couple of seconds you tear away
the pant and you’re ready to race.

High-stretch Torrent 3-layer stretch fabric with 10,000 mm
waterproofness and total windproofness
Full-length button opening for easy removal on the start line
Narrow leg opening to prevent the fabric from getting caught
in the chain
Reflective logo

®

SIZES: XS-3XL

TAKE OFF AT THE START

CROSS PRERACE PANT 4515502

PrimaLoft 60 insulation on front and sleeves with Toray 30g
water-repellent outer layer
Nano Flex water-repellent fleece on back
3 external rear pockets
Zippered pocket on front chest
Warm-up fit—easy on and not too tight
®

SIZES: XS-3XL

5°-10°C / 41°-50°F

WEIGHT: 329g (Large)

-5°-10°C / 23°-50°F + Rain

003

099

SILVER/BLACK

VINTAGE BLACK

OPTIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE
This jacket is made to bring you quickly up to race temperature
by providing extra warmth with PrimaLoft® front insulation.
Constructed like a puffy jacket, it lets you keep most of your
body heat inside the jacket; the Nano Flex back will let excess
heat escape while also giving a high degree of water repellency.
With this jacket you can roll up to the line totally warm and take
it off just in time for the opening sprint.

CW. 6.0 CROSS GLOVE 4511539

10M LUNG WARMER 4515503

High breathability throughout, with vented finger inserts
Micro-perforated ClarinoTM palm with silicone print for grip
Embossed neoprene back of hand and cuff with Velcro closure

Gore® Windstopper® 3-layer fabric covers lungs
and air passages to help with breathing in cold
weather
Neck is cut high to keep out drafts
Tear-away Velcro closure makes it easy to take
off when the race heats up

SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 47g (Pair)

8°-18°C / 46°-64°F

SIZES: UNI

WEIGHT: 32g (Large) < 5°C / < 41°F)

077

MIRAGE/BLACK

510

BLACK/TURBULENCE

321

BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

910

BLACK/RED

010

BLACK

PRO TIP
STAY WARM UNTIL THE START
Tom Meeusen – Team Telenet-Fidea

I think the most important clothing is the clothing
you need before the race—the clothes you wear
for pre-riding the course and going to the start line.
I always have two complete warm and mud-proof kits
set aside. The kit includes waterproof pants, a warm
and water-repellent jacket, and neoprene booties and
gloves for the pre-ride. It is imperative that you don’t
burn a ton of calories trying to stay warm before the
race.
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REVERSIBLE RAIN JKT 4515505
Heavy-duty 3-layer fully waterproof fabric
Taped seams for total waterproofing
Reversible construction
Oversized hood to keep rain off
Loose fit to comfortably layer over Meccanico Puffy Jacket
Thigh length for extra rain protection
SIZES: XS-3XL

WEIGHT: 475g (Large)

RAIN IS PART OF THE RACE
This Reversible Rain Shell is a durable outer waterproof shell designed
for the mechanics in the pits or the 'cross racer getting ready for the
race. It's cut large to fit over a Meccanico Puffy Jacket, and the oversized
hood means you stay dry. And it's reversible: the black side gives you a
clean stealth look, or you can turn it inside out for maximum visibility
for the pit crew.

FACE 1

099

VINTAGE BLACK/RED

FACE 2

MECCANICO PUFFY JACKET 4515504
Quilted synthetic-down jacket with fleece lining
inserts for extra warmth
Adjustable hood
Water-repellent finish
Zippered front pocket
SIZES: XS-3XL

WEIGHT: 674g (Large)

< 10°C / < 50°F

INSULATION FOR BELGIAN WINTER
This insulated puffy jacket is made to keep you
warm during your pre-race routine until you start
your actual warm-up. And it’s ideal for your pit
crew or your fan club. Made to be worn under the
Reversible Rain Jkt if rain is threatening.
005

TURBULENCE/RED
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MECCANICO PANT 4515508

RACE DAY TRACK JACKET 4516064

Durable nylon/Spandex stretch woven water-repellent fabric
6 pockets
Center front opening and closure
Gathered waistband with jacquard elastic
Knee articulation for ease of movement
Scorpion rubber patch on tool pocket

Tessuto melange con elasticità bilaterale e idrorepellente
Zip lunga anteriore
2 tasche laterlai
Riflettenti nella parte alta del corpo e del collo

SIZES: XS-3XL

SIZES: XS-3XL

356g (Large)

WEIGHT: 381g (Large)

DALL'AUTUNNO ALL'INVERNO ALLA PRIMAVERA

RACE ENGINEERED

Questa giacca ha il peso giusto per le fredde giornate autunnali quando basta
solo uno strato in più per stare caldi, e la finitura in DWR vi farà comodo
se l'allenamento autunnale comprende il ciclocross in Belgio, Inghilterra o
Portland. Quando fa più freddo, si può continuare ad utilizzarla a strati.

This pant was created in consultation with pro cyclocross mechanics. It
features a durable stretch woven fabric with a water-repellent finish so it
doesn’t soak up water when the mechanic is pressure washing the bikes
between exchanges. Conveniently located pockets keep those critical tools
close at hand. But we also made the pant look great, with a close-to-body fit
for racers who want to wear it before the warm-up phase.

009

ANTHRACITE

099

VINTAGE BLACK

CX 2nd LAYER 4516503
Hydrophilic mini-jacquard brushed 100% polyester
fleece
2 front pockets
Close-fitting collar for extra warmth
Screen-printed logo on sleeve
SIZES: XS-3XL

WEIGHT: 403g (Large)

PRE-RACE PLANNING
This second-layer piece is designed to keep
you warm through the pre-race phase so that
you’re ready for warm-up and the perfect
race. You’ll want to grab it after the race too
because it’s so comfortable.

023

096

RED

DARK GREY MELANGE

CX LS TOP 4516504
Long-sleeve version of our comfy graphic tee
65% cotton / 35% polyester, 120 g/m2
Screen-printed graphic
SIZES: XS-3XL

WEIGHT: 153g (Large)

010

BLACK
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BASE LAYERS

FLANDERS WARM LS 4514531
FLANDERS WARM ZIP 4514532
SottoZero Fleece multi-denier 100% polyester fabric
Flat-lock stitching
Mesh armpit insert
Flat hem tucks away in tights
High collar with Camlock zipper (4514532)
SIZES: XS-2XL WEIGHT: 116g (Large) -5°-8°C / 23°-46°F

008

GREY

PRO TIP
CORRECT LAYERING
Jack Bauer - Cannondale Pro Cycling Team

008

GREY

By combining different base layers I expand the range
of many pieces of my cycling wardrobe. Especially
during the spring/fall transition periods I'll use the
long-sleeved thermal Flanders Warm or even the
Prosecco Wind with a Windstopper® front to expand
the temperature range of my long-sleeved jersey.
By adding one of my favorite pieces—the Perfetto
Vest—I can extend the range well into jacket
territory. For extreme cold I'll use a thin summer Core
Mesh shirt together with a Flanders Warm thermal
base layer to increase insulation and optimize
moisture management.
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BLUSTERY WEATHER
NO PROBLEM
This product was made for the conditions of Flanders in
February. Or basically any month between September and
May. High-loft fleece on the inside provides warmth to spare,
and you’ll love the softness on your skin with the excellent
moisture management of this 100% multi-denier fabric. It’s
stretchy for a perfect fit, and the flat-lock seams add an extra
touch of quality.
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PROSECCO LS 4516528

PROSECCO WIND LS 4516526

Excellent moisture management in medium weight for cool
conditions
Prosecco 1st Layer 100% polyester main body fabric
Prosecco Micro fabric where less warmth is needed
Anatomical cut
Flat stitching at hem

All the moisture management of our Prosecco base layer plus the added
protection of a windproof front panel
Prosecco 1st Layer 100% polyester main fabric with Gore® Windstopper®
windproof membrane on front panel
Mid-height collar

SIZES: XS-2XL

SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 137g (Large)

Flat-finish bottom hem

2°-18°C / 35°-65°F

WEIGHT: 152g (Large)

10°-18°C / 50°-65°F

PROSECCO EXTRA DRY
This midweight base layer is made for cool conditions
or even high-intensity cold-weather rides where wicking
moisture away from your skin is the first goal. The
hydrophilic Prosecco treatment spreads the moisture out
over a larger area for quicker evaporation. We use two
different weights of fabric, with the thinner layer used
where it will be covered by your shorts/tights or bib straps
so that you don’t have too much insulation where you
don’t need it.

001

WHITE

010

BLACK

PROSECCO WIND SS 4516527
SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 121g (Large)

010

BLACK

14°-20°C / 57°-68°F

COOL WEATHER MIRACLE
Throw this under your favorite jersey and you’ll be surprised how
much warmer you feel when you keep the wind off your chest.
Underneath that windproof layer is our Prosecco fabric with a
hydrophilic treatment to move moisture away from your body.

PROSECCO SS 4516529
SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT:109g (Large)

10°-20°C / 50°-68°F
010

BLACK

001

WHITE

010

BLACK

PROSECCO SLEEVELESS 4516530
SIZES: XS-2XL

PRO TIP

WEIGHT: 95g (Large) 14°-21°C / 57°-70°F

PERFECT FOR MODERATE TO COLD
Sebastian Langeveld - Cannondale Pro Cycling Team
For intense training or racing you don't need a thick
base layer, just a medium weight that's really good
at keeping you dry. I think this Prosecco base layer
is really good for racing in cold conditions, or to use
under a Gabba for training in moderate conditions. Or
with just a jersey and vest over the top, you're good
to 12°–15°.
001

WHITE
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PROCACCINI WOOL LS 4516531

PRO ISSUE SS 4515537

Nuyarn performance wool fabric with 15% nylon content for
better strength, durability and moisture management
Self collar
Woven labels at collar and inside hem
Relaxed fit looks great for off-bike wear; buy one size smaller
if you’re looking for a tight-to-body fit

100% polyester 3D mesh fabric
Reduced seaming at shoulders for extra comfort
Wider collar to fit under aero jerseys
Flat waist hem to lie flat in shorts

SIZES: XS-2XL

SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 48g (Large)

15°-25°C / 59°-77°F

WEIGHT: 167g (Large) 2°-12°C / 35°-54°F

BACK TO OUR ROOTS
Before the scorpion and the Castelli name, Armando Castelli
made the finest tailored clothing at Via Procaccini 23 in Milan.
His wool masterpieces clothed champions like Fausto Coppi
as well as the players from Juventus, AC Milan and the Italian
team at the World Cup. This garment is a modern take on
wool, where we bring a softer hand with improved stretch and
moisture management. Armando would have loved it.

001

WHITE

080

LUNA GREY

017

RUBY RED

077

MIRAGE

PRO ISSUE SLEEVELESS 4515538
SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 44g (Large)

15°-25°C / 59°-77°F

PROCACCINI WOOL SS 4516532
SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT:137g (Large)

8°-16°C / 45°-62°F

001

WHITE

077

MIRAGE

017

RUBY RED

080

LUNA GREY

CORE MESH SS 4513028
Fully open mesh creates a layer of air between your skin
and the jersey
Body-wrap design wicks away moisture
Minimal seams for maximum comfort
Sublimated logo
Cut long to stay tucked in shorts
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 40g (Large) 20°-30°C / 68°-86°F

CORE MESH SLEEVELESS 4513029
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 32g (Large) 20°-30°C / 68°-86°F

001

WHITE

001

WHITE

SEAMLESS BOXER 4512071
Seamless Meryl microfiber fabric
Seamless anallergic seat pad
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

WEIGHT: 73g (Large)

010

BLACK
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ACCESSORIES
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Cold and
wintery

Cold and
wet

BOA GLOVE 4516533
Made with Cannondale pro team input for the worst conditions
Boa dial allows wrist to open wide for easy on and off
OutDry technology completely seals out rain to keep you dry
Fleece lining for warmth
Silicone pattern on palm for good handlebar grip
SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 128g (Pair)

0°-8°C / 32°-46°F

010

BLACK/RED

A NECESSITY IN THE NASTIEST
CONDITIONS
The idea for this glove came in the ridiculously cold and rain-soaked 2014
Milan–San Remo. Our pro riders had numb hands and couldn’t get their
gloves on or off to eat, or to change jackets or gloves. So we worked with
Boa to make a glove that’s easier to open up and thus easier to get on and
off. We built it with OutDry technology for waterproofness and made it come
high up the wrist so your sleeve can completely cover it. The easy on/off is
also handy when you have to interrupt your ride for an urgent phone call or
text message.
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Cold and
wintery

Cold and
wet

Cold and
wintery

Cold
and dry

TEMPESTA GLOVE 4515516
4-way stretch water-resistant Nylon 66/Elastane 95/5%
DWR

ESTREMO GLOVE 4512539

SPETTACOLO GLOVE 4516534

Absolutely waterproof OutDry® technologymembrane
Dry Zone lining manages moisture with 1-way moisture
movement
Neoprene cuff for easy on/off and secure fit
Microsuede thumb panel
Reflective detailing

Our Warmest cold-weather glove
Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast fabric on hand for total wind
protection
Fleece liner for cold protection
Embossed tone-on-tone scorpion logo on back
Silicone print on palm for a better grip
High Neoprene cuff with Velcro closure
Pre-curved construction
Microsuede thumb panel

For cold weather or cold hands, keep most of the heat in
Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast fleece outer layer with full
fleece inner glove for double insulation layers
Touchscreen inserts at fingertips
Reflective details
Durable synthetic leather palm with silicone grip pattern

SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 108g (Pair)

0°-9°C / 32°-48°F

SIZES: XS-2XL

Mild
and dry

Cool

WEIGHT: 114g (Pair)

Mild
and dry

SCALDA GLOVE 4516535

SCUDO GLOVE 4516536

CW. 6.0 CROSS GLOVE 4511539

Medium-insulation glove ideal for cool to cold conditions
Ultra Fleece water- and windproof fabric
Exceptionally stretchy for perfect fit
Touchscreen inserts at fingertips
Stretch cuff for easy on/off and good jacket interface
Synthetic leather palm with silicone grip pattern

Lightweight and packable windproof glove for cool conditions
Back of hand is exceptionally stretchy for perfect fit
Touchscreen inserts at fingertips
Synthetic leather palm with silicone grip pattern

Built specifically for cyclocross riding
High breathability throughout, with vented finger
inserts
Micro-perforated ClarinoTM palm with silicone print
for grip
Embossed neoprene back of hand and cuff with
Velcro closure
Microsuede thumb panel

SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 68g (Pair)

SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 43g (Pair)

9°-18°C / 48°-65°F

6°-15°C / 42°-20°F

SIZES: XS-2XL

2°-12°C / 35°-55°F

WEIGHT: 47g (Pair)

8°-18°C / 46°-64°F

SIZES: XS-2XL WEIGHT: 165g (Pair) -5°-5°C / 23°-40°F

321
010

YELLOW FLUO/BLACK

BLACK

023

RED/BLACK

510

231

BLACK/TURBULENCE

RED/BLACK

010

932

BLACK

ANTHRACITE/
YELLOW FLUO

010

BLACK/REFLECTIVE SILVER/TURBULENCE

010

BLACK

010

BLACK

077

123

MIRAGE/YELLOW FLUO

321

BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

BLACK/RED

123

BLACK/RED

910

BLACK/RED

SLEET READY
This glove was made for conditions like we’ve seen at
Sanremo the past two years: mixed rain and snow, and
riders with numb hands. We’ve used OutDry® technology
to create a totally waterproof barrier but without the
water absorbtion of the older glove-liner construction.
The membrane is vacuum bonded directly to the outer
fabric to create a wind- and waterproof barrier. We’ve
lined it with Dry Zone to move moisture away from your
hand.
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OUR WARMEST
COLD-WEATHER GLOVE

FOR COLD CONDITIONS OR
PERPETUALLY COLD HANDS

The Estremo Glove was designed for the coldest
conditions–ideal for low temperatures and bad
weather. Constructed from a windproof Windstopper®
X-Fast fabric combined with a fleecy material on the
palm, covered with silicone texture for a better grip
and durability. Proof that we take harsh winter riding
seriously.

This double-layer glove combines a soft, warm
Polartec® fleece inner layer with a fleece-lined
windproof outer layer to keep your hands warm in
all but the most extreme conditions. It’s our warmest
glove that wasn’t built for extreme survival mode.
The silicone print on the palm ensures great grip, and
the Thermoflex stretch band on the wrist makes for
relatively easy on/off.

IF YOU COULD PICK JUST ONE GLOVE

WARMER THAN YOU EXPECT

SURPRISING

We made this to be your go-to glove for winter riding.
We used our Italian fabric supplier for the highstretch wind- and waterproof fleece-backed fabric.
That’s a longwinded way to say it’ll keep your hands
warm in cool conditions but be super comfortable in
most conditions. The high stretch of the fabric means
we don’t have to make it bulky. The lightly padded
synthetic palm has a silicone print for outstanding
grip.

We made this glove to be extremely thin but provide
decent warmth for moderate conditions, thanks to the
high-stretch windproof back. The bonus feature of
this glove is its packability for changing conditions:
you can start the early morning ride with this glove
on and then easily stash it in your jersey pocket when
the day warms up.

We made this specifically for cyclocross, but even we
were surprised by how great it is. We end up reaching
for this glove for moderate conditions in the fall and
spring, and for MTB rides all summer long. It’s an
essential addition to your glove drawer whether you
race cyclocross or not.
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Mild
and dry

Ronde Van
Vlaanderen

Wet

LIGHTNESS GLOVE 4510529

CORRIDORE GLOVE 4516537

DILUVIO GLOVE 4514536

Back in Thermoflex for stretchy warmth
Palm in ClarinoTM for great touch and durability

100% polyester for excellent fit and wicking
Soft knit that is warm and breathable
Silicone printed palm for extra grip
Touchscreen inserts at fingertips

Neoprene insulation to keep your hands nice and warm
No-slip gripper on palm
Extended neoprene cuff to keep the wind and rain out

SIZES: XS-2XL WEIGHT: 47g (Pair) 10°-18°C /50°-64°F

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

WEIGHT: 97g (Pair) 4°-15°C / 39°-59°F

WEIGHT: 68g (Pair)

12°-18°C / 54°-65°F

057

SURF BLUE

KEEP IT SIMPLE
We made this shoecover simple intentionally. It's a quick
piece to slip on and then close with a Velcro tab, and the
neoprene keeps your feet protected from wind and rain.
The seams are sealed just like a wet suit, and there's a bit
of reflectivity on the back just in case.

123

BLACK/RED SCORPION

010

BLACK

023
RED

Cool
and wet

DILUVIO SHOECOVER 4514537

LINER GLOVE 4515543

032

YELLOW FLUO

010

BLACK

Long-lasting and durable 50% wool / 50% polyester
fabric
Can be worn as a liner glove or on its own
Adds another 5°-10° of comfort to your Castelli gloves
SIZES: XS-2XL

Allover waterproof high-stretch neoprene
Slip-on construction with Velcro closure
Waterproof seam sealing
Minimal bulk
Reflective detailing on back
Warm and comfortable in the rain
010

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 136g (Pair)
5°-16°C / 41°-60°F

BLACK

123

BLACK/RED SCORPION

110

BLACK/CASTELLI TEXT

WEIGHT: 22g (Pair)
010

BLACK

110

BLACK/CASTELLI TEXT

Cold
and wet

DILUVIO SHOECOVER 16 4514538
PRO FAVORITE
231

BLACK/RED
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Our pro riders love the woven gloves because
they provide enough warmth but are extremely
comfortable so you don’t even notice them.
We’ve added silicone grip on the palm and
touchscreen fingertips.

DIVING EQUIPMENT
FOR WET-WEATHER RIDING
We developed this glove based on traditional gloves
used for scuba diving in cold water. Just like with a
wet suit, your body heats up the bit of moisture inside
the glove and you stay warm. We gave some extra grip
to the palm, adjusted the fit, and chose an extremely
high-quality neoprene that’s incredibly stretchy. It’s not
enough for super-cold rain days, but for moderate and
rainy conditions it’s ideal.

Allover waterproof high-stretch neoprene
Waterproof seam sealing
Reflective detailing on back
16cm cuff with YKK® zipper
Reflective detailing on back
Extra protection - so cozy you’ll almost hope for rain
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 146g (Pair)
0°-12°C / 32°-53°F

010

BLACK

123

BLACK/RED SCORPION

110

BLACK/CASTELLI TEXT
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Cool
and wet

Cold
and wet

DILUVIO ALL-ROAD SHOECOVER 4516538
3mm-thick neoprene
Waterproof sealed seams
Reflective heel panel
High-durability panel under foot
Adjustable Velcro closure under foot adapts to wide range
of footwear
Heavy-duty rear zipper
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 170g (Pair)
3°-15°C / 38°-59°F

PIOGGIA 3 SHOECOVER 4516539
Waterproof fleece-lined bootie for all cold
and wet conditions
Waterproof PU-coated stretch fabric with
fleece layer inside
Silicone bead at inside top of cuff to seal
water out
Wrap cuff construction to optimize fit
Pull tab on inside for easy entry
High-durability material under foot
SIZES: S-2XL

Cold
and dry

Cold
and wet

Cool
and wet

Cool
and dry

TEMPESTA SHOECOVER 4515515

NARCISISTA 2 SHOECOVER 4516540

REFLEX SHOECOVER 4515546

CORSA SHOECOVER 4515545

4-way stretch water-repellent nylon outer shell

Ideal for cool to cold conditions, with excellent fit and
splash resistance
Gore® Windstopper X-Fast fleece-lined fabric keeps
wind out and heat in
High-stretch neoprene flex zone at ankle for flexibility
High-stretch neoprene heel panels for excellent fit
Reflective heel tab
High-durability material under foot
Waterproof zipper

Reflective, waterproof and windproof protection from
cold temperatures
High stretch all-over reflective material for high visibility
and flexibility
Ultra-light waterproof zipper to keep water out
Seamed sealed for waterproof front
Cordura sole
Castelli wordmark heat transfer on outside

Ultra Fleece water- and windproof fabric
Exceptionally stretchy for perfect fit
Neoprene cuff to keep water out

Absolutely waterproof OutDry® technology membrane
Ultralight waterproof zipper
Neoprene cuff for easy on/off and secure fit around the
ankle
Open bottom to work with all types of cleats
Reflective print at the back and center front
Cordura sole
®

SIZES: S-2XL

WEIGHT: 168g (Pair)

6°-12°C / 43°-53°F

SIZES: S-2XL

SIZES: S-2XL

WEIGHT: 118g (Pair)

YKK® zipper
Kevlar® fabric sole
SIZES: S-2XL

WEIGHT: 74g (Pair)

6°-14°C / 43°-57°F

6°-12°C / 43°-53°F

WEIGHT: 126g (Pair)

0°-14°C / 32°-57°F

WEIGHT: 108g (Pair)

-2°-12°C / 28°-54°F

010

BLACK

010

BLACK

003

REFLECTIIVE SILVER

010

BLACK

321

010

YELLOW FLUO/BLACK

BLACK

010

001

BLACK/REFLECTIVE SILVER

WHITE

231

RED/BLACK

010

REFLECTIIVE BLACK

001

ADDED FLEXIBILITY
Thanks to the open construction under the foot, this
bootie can be used with road or MTB shoes so you
can cover all your cold-weather rides. The seams are
sealed like on a wetsuit, and we even finished the
top edge to help prevent water from coming into the
bootie. Reflective details on the back help make this
the do-it-all bootie.
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THE SHOE COVER THAT DOES
EVERYTHING WELL
We call it the Pioggia shoe cover, and although the
name is Italian for “rain,” that doesn’t really capture
the essence of this bootie. Sure, it’s completely
waterproof, with sealed seams, a waterproof zipper
and a silicone-sealed top edge to keep water from
entering. We’ve backed the PU-coated fabric with
fleece to make this bootie warm in the coldest
conditions, while the high stretch also gives it a
close, comfortable and aero fit.

032

101

WHITE

YELLOW FLUO

WHITE/BLACK

KEEP EVERYTHING OUT

IMPROVED FAMILIARITY

BE SAFE AND BE SEEN

REVERSE ENGINEERING

Introducing the first bootie to feature OutDry® technology.
We’ve vacuum bonded a seamless membrane to the outer
shell to make sure nothing can come in. We’ve built in
a neoprene cuff to seal around your ankle and added a
waterproof zipper. Use this with our Tempesta Leg Warmer
for the best possible solution to keep your feet dry.

We completely reengineered the Narcisista Bootie to
make this perennial favorite even better. We’ve changed
the fabric to our fleece-lined Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast
to improve breathability and made the neoprene inserts
even softer and more stretchy for a better fit. We’ve
raised the height for more coverage. This exceptionally
warm bootie is ideal for cold and dry conditions, though
it will hold up to some wet roads or brief rain showers.

Our allover-reflective Reflex Shoecover is
waterproof and seam sealed to keep the wet
out. The fabric is breathable and has an excellent
stretch for a sleek and form-fitting fit. The
neoprene cuff offers a snug fit around the ankle,
whether you wear it over or under your tights.

Usually we develop products for the pros then bring it
to the Castelli collection and then to our Servizio Corse
custom team program. This bootie was designed first
as a custom team bootie that allows maximum space
for team graphics, but it was so good we’re bringing
it to the Castelli collection. Our new ultra stretch ultra
fleece fabric keeps your feet very warm and fits great. A
neoprene cuff keeps the water out while the Kevlar sole
makes them durable.
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Cool
and wet

AERO NANO SHOE-COVER

AERO NANO SHOECOVER 4516032
Aero fit with silicone-coated wind
and waterproof stretch fabric
Sealed seams makes the bootie totally waterproof
Silicone gripper at cuff
Waterproof rear zipper
Reflective panel and stripes at back
Durable rubberized bottom
SIZES: S-2XL

WEIGHT: 75g (Pair)

010

BELGIAN BOOTIE 4 4514544
100% polypropylene construction for increased durability
and easy cleaning
Reflective threads on cuff and toe
Cleat and heal cutout
Cut high to cover top of socks
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 47g (Pair)

15°-20°C / 59°-68°F

8°-20°C / 46°-68°F

032

BLACK

Many of your rides with booties are in cool but not brutally cold conditions, maybe with wet roads or some rain, and of
course you always want to be aero and fast. That’s the thinking behind this bootie: aerodynamic for use in WorldTour
TTs and water- and windproof fabric with sealed seams to keep the water out. It doesn’t have any insulation so it won’t
cover your really cold-weather rides, but it’s spot on for everything else. The upper portion is very stretchy, a silicone
bead at the top helps prevent water coming in, and it has taped seams and a water-resistant zip, so this shoe cover is
ideal for all but truly cold-weather conditions.

YELLOW FLUO

003

023

SILVER

RED

321

BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

101

BLACK/WHITE

123

WHITE/RED

059

DRIVE BLUE/RED

Cool
and dry

TOE THINGY 4512544
WInd and water proof Neoprene protection for your toes
Rugged, rubberized sole with openings for cleats
Eye-catching Scorpion logo and Castelli lettering on top
Can be worn on its own or as a layer between your shoe
and shoecover
SIZES: UNI

WEIGHT: 56g (Pair)

10°-18°C / 50°-64°F

PRO TIP
KEEPING FEET WARM
Moreno Moser - Cannondale Pro Cycling Team

If my feet and hands are still freezing on rides despite
heavyweight wool socks and shoecovers, adding the
Castelli Toe Thingy on the tip of my shoe, under the
shoecover, will add extra warmth.
010

BLACK
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INCENDIO 12 SOCK 4516569

DIVERSO SOCK 4515549

PrimaLoft and wool for maximum warmth
Terry-cloth pad under forefoot for extra warmth
Thin construction to fit in your snug cycling shoes

Merino wool blend
Full-length protection
12cm cuff

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 58g (Pair)

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 54g (Pair)

®

-0°-20°C / 32°-68°F

010

BLACK

010

008

GREY

INCENDIO 15 SOCK 4516570

GREGGE 12 SOCK 4511543

PrimaLoft® and wool for maximum warmth
Terry-cloth construction for extra loft and warmth

Merino wool blend
Full-length protection
12cm cuff

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 58g (Pair)

023

BLACK

-5°-15°C / 23°-59°F

054

RED

009

ROYAL

057

ANTHRACITE

SURF BLUE

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 52g (Pair)

910

BLACK/ANTHRACITE

008

GREY

231

BLACK/RED

931

001

ANTHRACITE/YELLOW FLUO

WHITE

FATTO 12 SOCK 4516576

MERINO 9 SOCK 4514545

Mixture of Primaloft® and polypropylene yarns to keep your
feet warm and dry
Terry-cloth construction for extra loft and warmth

Merino wool blend
Mid-length protection
9cm cuff

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 38g (Pair) 0°-20°C / 32°-68°F

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

910

BLACK/ANTHRACITE
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239

RED/ANTHRACITE

571

BLACK/SURF BLUE

321

BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

231

BLACK/RED

006

GREY MELANGE

032

YELLOW FLUO

999

MULTICOLOR STRIPES

WEIGHT: 47g (Pair)

001

WHITE

010

BLACK
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DUO WS SOCK 4508530

MERINO LIGHT SETA 13 SOCK 4515550

PRIMALOFT 13 SOCK 4515551

Gore Windstopper X-Lite on front and top of foot

Merino wool base with silk added for extra softness
Thin knit construction like our summer socks so they fit great
in your close-fitting cycling shoes
Our most popular 13cm cuff length
Ideal for fall or spring rides, or under our warmest booties

Primaloft synthetic insulation provides outstanding
warmth with excellent moisture management
20% silk for extra softness
Reinforced toe and heel areas
Terry knit for extra bulk and warmth

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 49g (Pair)

®

®

Poly/Lycra® bottom of foot for fit and breathability
Ultra-thin to fit in shoe
Perfect for cool fall or spring days
SIZES: S-2XL

WEIGHT: 52g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 45g (Pair)

5°-25°C / 40°-76°F

-5°-15°C / 23°-59°F

010

BLACK

VENTI SOCK 4513537
Merimo Wool Blend
New 20cm cuff length
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

SUPER SIZE

WEIGHT: 57g (Pair)

Winter cycling socks used to be 9cm because
they’d always been that way...but we had cold
feet. So we made some 12cm socks and they
were much better. Then we went to 15cm, and
they were better still. It seemed logical to go to
20cm, which is right at your calf and really helps
keep your feet warm by keeping your entire lower
leg warm.

123

BLACK/RED

001

WHITE

010

001

BLACK

WHITE

ROSSOCORSA 6 SOCK 4507072

ROSSOCORSA 9 SOCK 4509046

Meryl Skinlife® antibacterial fibers
Diaphanous web on top of foot
High-density elastic midfoot support band
6cm ankle cuff

Meryl Skinlife® antibacterial fibers
Diaphanous web on top of foot
High-density elastic midfoot support band
9cm ankle cuff

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 52g (Pair)

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

010

BLACK

WEIGHT: 52g (Pair)

QUINDICI SOFT SOCK 4511542
Merino wool blend
Full-length protection
15cm cuff
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

WEIGHT: 55g (Pair)

001

WHITE

009

ANTHRACITE
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010

BLACK

023
RED

001

WHITE

010

BLACK

023
RED

010

BLACK
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PRO TIP
WARM AND DRY
NEVER FELT SO GOOD
Dylan Van Baarle - Cannondale Pro Cycling Team
These warmers are light and really comfortable.
When you're on the bike, they don’t move anywhere,
with the double-sided silicone grippers working
well to also keep your shorts from riding up. The fit
is among the best I have tested, with this version
offering a slightly more comfortable fit compared to
the past years' model, owing to the ergonomic, multipanel construction. The warmers don’t feel restrictive
behind or around the knee either, and they offer a
good degree of stretch.

NANO FLEX WARMERS
Water-resistant thermal and breathable
Nano Flex fabric
Nano Light insert on back for extra
stretch, bringing better fit and comfort
Double-sided silicone grippers to keep the
warmers in place
Ankle zips (leg warmers)

MORE FLEX, MORE NANO
Our Nano Flex warmers have been in our collection for seven years, and we’ve finally found a way to improve them.
We’ve added an insert on the back in Nano Light fabric to help them bend around your elbow or knee better while
keeping all the water protection. More comfort due to more flexibility, and in a slightly more compact package.

NANOFLEX+ ARMWARMER 4516577

NANOFLEX+ KNEEWARMER 4516579

NANOFLEX+ LEGWARMER 4516578

SIZES: S-XL

SIZES: S-XL

SIZES: S-XL

WEIGHT: 69g (Pair)

8°-22°C / 45°-70°F

WEIGHT: 102g (Pair)

0°-22°C / 45°-70°F

WEIGHT: 136g (Paio)

8°-22°C / 45°-70°F

010
010

BLACK
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010

BLACK

BLACK
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THERMOFLEX WARMERS

THERMOFLEX ARMWARMER 4514039

TEMPESTA LEG WARMER 4515514

WHEEL SPRAY NO PROBLEM

Thermoflex fabric for soft, warm, stretchy comfort
Microfiber gripper elastic at top
Sublimated Castelli wordmark

SIZES: S-XL WEIGHT: 79g (Pair)

Made to wear with the Tempesta 3/4 pant
Can be used as a normal leg warmer for extra water
protection and visibility
Waterproof Reflex lower leg provides water protection and visibility
Nano Flex upper portion for water repellency should spray come up
under the Tempesta pant
GIRO3 leg gripper
Ankle zipper positioned at outside of ankle to prevent water entering

If you’re riding without fenders you know that the lower legs get wheel
spray from both front and back and are one of the hardest spots to keep
dry. So we made the lower part of this leg warmer with waterproof
reflective fabric so that the spray will just run off. You wear this warmer
with your favorite shorts, underneath the Tempesta 3/4 pant, and OVER
your waterproof booties. You get ventilation under the pant, and because
the warmer is placed over the bootie, the rain just runs right off. The large
reflective area on your moving legs is highly visible for extra safety, and in
our testing this piece has become a favorite for night rides.

RIGHT ARM

LEFT ARM

123

BLACK/RED

SIZES: S-XL

231

122g (Pair)

WHITE/RED

321

BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

010

BLACK

591

BLACK/DRIVE BLUE

THERMOFLEX LEGWARMER 4514040
UPF 50+ ARM SKINS 4516036

SIZES: S-XL WEIGHT: 115g (Pair)
RIGHT LEG

LEFT LEG

Solare fabric keeps the chill off without causing overheating
UPF 50+ protection
Polyester based for excellent moisture management
Double-side silicone elastic at top for excellent grip
SIZES: S-XL

001

WHITE

WEIGHT: 97g (Pair)
010

BLACK

UPF 50+ KNEE SKINS 4516038
123

BLACK/
RED

231

WHITE/
RED

321

591

BLACK/
BLACK/
YELLOW FLUO DRIVE BLUE

YKK® Camlock zipper

Solare fabric keeps the chill off without causing overheating
UPF 50+ protection
Polyester based for excellent moisture management
Double-side silicone elastic at top for excellent grip
SIZES: S-XL

WEIGHT: 108g (Pair)

THERMOFLEX KNEEWARMER 4514041
001

SIZES: S-XL WEIGHT: 94g (Pair)

WHITE

RIGHT LEG

010

BLACK

LEFT LEG

UPF 50+ LEG SKINS 4516037

123

BLACK/
RED

231

WHITE/
RED

321

591

BLACK/
BLACK/
YELLOW FLUO DRIVE BLUE

Solare fabric keeps the chill off without causing overheating
UPF 50+ protection
Polyester based for excellent moisture management
Double-side silicone elastic at top for excellent grip
Ankle zip for easy on/off
SIZES: S-XL

WEIGHT: 219g (Pair)

001

WHITE
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010

BLACK
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TEMPESTA CAP 4515517

TEMPESTA HOOD 4515518

ESTREMO WS SKULLY 4515552

DIFESA CAP 4515553

RISVOLTO DUE CAP 4516571

Exclusive eVent ultralight 70 g fabric
Traditional cycling cap cut with flip-up visor
Neck flap to prevent water running into your jacket
Completely waterproof with taped seams
Reflective trim on back
Fits under helmet

Exclusive eVent ultralight 70 g fabric
Cut as a detached hood to wear with one of our rain
jackets
Completely waterproof with taped seams
Nano Flex fabric around the face opening for more
breathability and stretch
Can be worn under the chin or over the face

Maximum warmth while allowing vapor to quickly
escape
Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast blocks the wind
Warmer fabric for comfort and warmth
Covers the lower ears

The perfect cold-weather campanion
for your Gabba
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite front and sides for
weather protection
Nano Flex rear panel to let off excess heat
Flip-down Nano Flex earflaps
Traditional cycling cap visor to keep rain out of your
eyes

Nuyarn wool outer layer and earflaps
Dual-layer polyester liner helps move moisture
away from skin
Traditional cycling cap visor
Reflective band on sides and back

®

SIZES: UNI

28g (Large)

®

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI

52g (Large)

SIZES: UNI

WEIGHT: 42g

-2°-12°C / 28°-53°F

SIZES: UNI

077

MIRAGE

010

BLACK

010

BLACK

008

GREY

008

GREY

KEEPS A LOT OF HEAT IN

KEEP EVERYTHING OUT

This cap creates a remarkable barrier from the
rain. Our exclusive eVent® ultralight fabric keeps
all the rain out but also keeps a lot of heat in,
which makes a big difference when you’re riding
on colder rainy days. This cap is recommended for
colder conditions or moderate-intensity riding.

We created this separate hood to slip over
your head and over the collar on your jacket to
completely insulate your head and prevent rain
from running into your jacket. We cut it thin to fit
under a helmet, gave it a visor to keep rain out of
your eyes, and made it so you can pull it down
under your chin when you warm up or wear it
over your face for extra protection. We hope you’ll
never need this piece, but if you ride in nasty
conditions it’s unequaled.
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010

BLACK

017

RUBY RED

023
RED
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VIVA THERMO SKULLY 4514550

ARRIVO THERMO SKULLY 4516572

ARRIVO THERMO HEAD THINGY 4516574

LW HEAD THINGY 4516575

VIVA THERMO HEADBAND 4514551

ARRIVO THERMO HEADBAND 4516573

Thermoflex is warm, soft and stretchy
Flat-lock stitching
Raw-cut edge lies flat and doesn’t bunch under helmet

Thermoflex is warm, soft and stretchy
Flat-lock stitching
Raw-cut edge lies flat and doesn’t bunch under helmet

Thermoflex fleece fabric
Can be used as neck warmer, bandana or cap
Sublimation printed graphic

Soft Flex fabric for lighter weight insulation as a neck
warmer, bandana or cap
Sublimation printed fabric

Thermoflex is warm, soft and stretchy
Raw-cut edge lies flat and doesn’t bunch under helmet

Thermoflex is warm, soft and stretchy
Raw-cut edge lies flat and doesn’t bunch under helmet

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI

0°-12°C / 32°-53°F

WEIGHT: 26g

0°-12°C / 32°-53°F

0°-10°C / 32°-50°F

010

010

BLACK

WEIGHT: 58g

BLACK

023

WEIGHT: 43g

5°-15°C / 41°-59°F

WEIGHT: 13g

5°-15°C / 41°-59°F

0°-12°C / 32°-54°F

080

010

010

BLACK

BLACK

LUNA GREY/RED

RED

023
RED

023
057

SURF BLUE

057

RED

057

SURF BLUE

321

BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

SURF BLUE

001

WHITE

001

WHITE

023
RED

010

023

BLACK

RED

059

231

BLACK/RED

DRIVE BLUE

059

DRIVE BLUE

THERMO HEAD THINGY 4513541
032

YELLOW FLUO

LESS IS MORE
Sometimes simpler products are better, and nowhere
is that more true than on this skully. Thin Thermoflex
fabric is extremely warm yet provides excellent
moisture management and easily fits under your
helmet. The raw-cut edges eliminate bulk under the
straps. This really is perfection, simplified.
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Thermoflex fleece fabric
Can be used as neck warmer, bandana or cap
Sublimation printed graphic
SIZES: UNI

901

ANTHRACITE/WHITE

032

YELLOW FLUO

010

BLACK
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ISTERIA BEANIE 4515555

RETRO 2 CAP 4513046

10M LUNG WARMER 4515503

WS BALACLAVA 4511555

100% acrylic

Screened cotton
8-panel pro design

Gore Windstopper 3-layer fabric covers lungs
and air passages to help with breathing in cold
weather
Neck is cut high to keep out drafts
Tear-away Velcro closure makes it easy to take
off when the race heats up

Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast on front for wind protection
Warmer fleece fabric feels soft and wicks moisture
Feels comfortable under your helmet
The stretchy face opening gives you over-nose, overmouth, or under-chin coverage options

SIZES: UNI WEIGHT: 81g

®

SIZES: UNI

®

SIZES: UNI

231

THEY USED TO USE
NEWSPAPERS FOR THIS

947

BLACK/RED

During warm-up and the early part of the
race, this piece will keep your lungs and
airways warmer to help you breath easier.
This totally windproof layer fits between
your base layer and your race suit, covering
just the upper part of the torso—kind of like
they did with newspapers back in the day.
When you've warmed up, you just grab the
neck closure and slip the piece out and toss
it to your mechanic in the pits.

ANTHRACITE/KELLY GREEN

010

BLACK

FOR RECOVERY DAYS
The casual beanie that can be worn
with the hem rolled up or down. Two
looks in one.

532

TURBULENCE/YELLOW FLUO

SIZES: UNI

WEIGHT: 32g (Large) < 5°C / < 41°F)

100

WASHED WHITE

010

CASTELLI WATER BOTTLE 4511564

010

BLACK

BLACK

Soft, squeezable construction
Triple-function cap with soft rubber push-pull nozzle is
easy on the mouth and delivers fluid fast
Easy-to-grip bottle with ergonomic shape
Wide-mouthed opening for easy filling and cleaning

VISO FACE MASK 4512548

CAPACITY: 550 ML

CASTELLI TIP
USE THIS FOR THE FIRST HOUR
OF CHILLY MORNING RIDES

Maximum warmth while allowing vapor to quickly
escape
Gore® Windstopper®X-Fast blocks the wind
Warmer fabric for comfort and warmth
Covers the lower ears
SIZES: UNI

This lung warmer is just enough to keep you a bit
warmer when you roll out for an early ride and
expect it to warm up later. Place the lung warmer
between your base layer and jersey for extra
warmth. When you warm up you can easily slip
this out and stick it in your pocket, where it takes
up almost no space.

010
001

BLACK

WHITE
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WOMEN
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GABBA W 4515574
Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total
wind protection with water-repellent finish
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction at back protects from wheel spray
Silicone gripper on waistband to limit ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with drain mesh
Rear reflective trim on pockets and flap for high visibility
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 296g (Small)

10°-18°C / 50°-64°F

023
RED

079

LAGUNA

010

BLACK

SURPRISINGLY VERSATILE
When we developed the original Gabba with the Cervélo TestTeam we knew it would be ideal for cold and wet
racing. The first few years it remained a niche product for pro racers and a few people who understood how
good it was in the wet. Then we started seeing the pros use it in cool, dry conditions and receiving consumer
comments about how many people were using it those conditions as well.
Then it exploded, and now it gets described as “the best bit of kit I own” or “the best jacket I’ve ever had.” The
women’s version is identical to the men’s version except for the fit and the colors. It’s been proven in every single
rainy pro race over the past five years, and despite every other company trying to copy it, there’s a reason why
the pros are still buying the original Gabba.

057

SURF BLUE
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PERFETTO W LONG SLEEVE 4516542
Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total wind protection with
water-repellent finish
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back protects from wheel spray
Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 322g (Small)

6°-15°C / 43°-59°F

IT’S HARD IMPROVING ON PERFECTION
With winter 2016 we’re changing around the products you used to know as the
“Gabba family.” The Gabba is the short-sleeve race jersey/jacket that nearly every
pro rider has gone out and purchased (except the lucky ones who race on Castelli
teams). Everyone described the long-sleeve version of the Gabba as “perfect,”
so we’ve renamed it the Perfetto Jacket and set about improving on perfection.
We’ve improved the water-repellent finish so it will keep you drier without
affecting breathability. We’ve refined the fit. We’ve laser cut the drain holes in the
pockets. And we’ve totally redone the splash flap on the back to make it lie flatter
and fit better. The reflective logo back there keeps you visible.

023

RED/BLACK

057

SURF BLUE

079

LAGUNA
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IT JUST KEEPS GETTING
BETTER AND BETTER

ELEMENTO 2 7X(AIR) W JACKET 4515557
Our 7x(Air) fabric technology meets Alpha construction to
make your ultimate winter jacket
A new standard in balancing light weight, stretch, breathability and warmth
Castelli-exclusive 7x(Air) quilted fabric with WindShear
inserts
Fleece lined for warmth with a separate fleece layer on the
front
Articulated fleece collar gently wraps around the neck in
every cycling position
Raw-edge wrist cuffs and waist lie flat and seal out the cold
3 external rear pockets plus a zippered front key pocket
Close-to-body aero fit
Reflective tabs
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 425g (Small)

In 2013 we invented the 7x(Air) fabric—a proprietary
windproof fabric that provides seven times the air
permeability of existing membrane fabrics.
In 2014 we invented the Alpha jacket with a number of
innovative construction techniques to revolutionize the
performance and comfort of a winter cycling jacket.
For 2015 we bring those two technologies together in the
Elemento 2 7x(Air) jacket.

0°-12°C / 32°-53°F
010

BLACK

7X(AIR)
7x(Air) is a fabric construction technique we invented in which we
quilt our WindShear fabric to give added air permeability through
thousands of quilting holes. You won’t actually feel the windflow;
you’ll just feel drier.

023
RED
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ALPHA W JACKET 4515558
Articulated collar that fits better whether standing or riding
Gore® Windstopper® 150 fabric is windproof and water
resistant, with four-way stretch for freedom of movement
Better ventilation and better moisture evaporation thanks to
separate insulating layer

PRO TIP
TECHNICAL FUNCTION
AND PLENTY OF STYLE
Lisa Favale
There's so much to love about this jacket. Most
importantly, it's really warm, but if it gets too warm
then you can just open the outer layer without getting
too cold too fast. The fabrics are really soft, and it's
so light you don't feel like you're wearing an old-style
bulky jacket. Then the little details make it just right,
like the flat band around the waist that seals against
your body without making a bulky layer, and the same
fabric around the cuffs to close out the wind. It's just
like Castelli to bring all this technical function in a
jacket with such understated design.

Asymmetric external YKK® Vislon zipper slides easily and
lies flat
Raw-edge waistband with silicone gripper lies flat and
moves with you
Raw-edge wrist cuffs lie flat for a perfect interface with
gloves
Back ventilation
Front zippered pocket
3 rear pockets
Zippered rear pocket with reflective webbing
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 335g (Small)

0°-12°C / 32°-53°F

078

DEEP OCEAN

023

RED/BLACK

010

BLACK

WE STARTED WITH A BLANK SLATE
At the waist we have a new fabric and construction that lies completely flat and is streamlined for aerodynamics, yet when you drop
into the riding position it follows your body without binding or billowing. At the wrists we have a new flat raw-edge construction that
interfaces perfectly with our gloves to keep drafts out and improve comfort. At the collar we have a new articulated construction
that follows the angle of your neck whether you’re standing or riding in the lowest aero position. With our latest fabrics we can
essentially build a winter jacket that will keep you warm in all but the most extreme conditions with just a base layer underneath.
Riding in these pieces shows how effective they are at regulating temperature and comfort while helping to keep you drier.
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MORTIROLO 2 W JACKET 4516541
Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast protection on front, sleeves and yoke for soft, breathable insulation
Back in Warmer thermal fleece fabric for exceptional ventilation
3 rear pockets
Reflective viz strips for low-light visibility
YKK® Vislon zipper
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 331g (Small) 6°-15°C / 43°-59°F

079

LAGUNA/DEEP OCEAN

THE IDEAL JACKET FOR MOST
WINTER RIDING CONDITIONS
We didn’t design the Mortirolo for extreme cold or rainy conditions, but
that’s what makes it so good for the cool/cold conditions when you do
most of your fall, winter and spring riding. Our warmest Windstopper®
fabric does the protection duty on the front and sleeves, while
our fleecy Warmer fabric on the back gives you far better moisture
management. We recommend this jacket for temperatures above
6°C/42°F — exactly where you’ll likely do most of your riding. The fit is
close-to-body without being overly tight, and we’ve carefully finished
the details, from the YKK® Vislon zipper to the elastic in the waistband.

010

BLACK/ANTHRACITE

057

SURF BLUE/DRIVE BLUE

017

RUBY RED/RED
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INDISPENSABILE JACKET 4516543
CROMO LIGHT JACKET 4514555

Gore® Windstopper® 150 outer fabric for full wind protection with high
breathability
Polartec® Thermal Pro high-loft fleece lining makes this jacket exceptionally warm and comfortable
3 rear pockets plus zippered key pocket
Reflective viz strips for low-light visibility
Cut to look great both on the bike and during the coffee stop

Voile Whisper fabric front provides lightweight wind
protection
Articulated collar that fits better whether standing or riding
Warmer base fabric provides effective insulation and
excellent moisture management
Double-layer front with separate wind and insulation layers
Front zippered pocket
High degree of stretch for freedom of movement

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 345g (Small) 3°-12°C / 38°-53°F

YKK® Vislon front zipper
3 rear pockets plus zippered key pocket with reflective tape
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 272g (Small)

10°-18°C / 50°-64°F

023

057

RED/BLACK

SURF BLUE/RASPBERRY

MORE FUN

FEELS TOO NICE TO BE A CYCLING JACKET

If your idea of fun doesn’t include trying to survive rides
in the coldest possible conditions, this jacket will elevate
your fun in cool conditions. The base fabric is our triedand-true Warmer brushed fleece fabric that keeps you
warm and dry, and we’ve overlaid the front bits with
our new Voile Whisper fabric for nearly weightless wind
protection while allowing a high level of air permeability.
The double-layer front provides unprecedented ventilation
and moisture management.

This jacket brings together the amazing Windstopper® 150 soft
shell outer layer that we use in the Alpha Jacket and the soft
and warm Polartec® Thermal Pro high-loft fleece liner. These
two fabrics give a feeling of luxury while offering the best
performance available. We’re pretty sure you’ll want to wear
this jacket all the time, so we gave it styling that’s less race but
looks great on the road, on your mountain bike or even coming
home from spin class.
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BLACK
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DEEP OCEAN /LAGUNA

010

BLACK/RED
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DEEP OCEAN/YELLOW FLUO
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RIPARO W JACKET 4516550
DONNINA RAIN JACKET 4515564

2.5-layer Torrent IV fabric with polyurethane membrane
Waterproof zipper
Fully seam sealed and waterproof
Packs up small
Stuff pocket
Reflective detailing

Exclusive ultralightweight 70 g eVent® fabric
Stretch water- and windproof inserts at elbow, shoulder, side
panel and spray flap
YKK waterproof Vislon® zipper
2 external rear pockets
Quick-lock drawstring wrist closure with magnetic string keeper
Silicone elastic waistband
Reflective trim for 360° visibility
Fully taped seams for total waterproof construction
Packs up small to easily store in jersey pocket
SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 164g (Small)

WEIGHT: 168g (Small) 6°-20°C / 43°-68°F

008

010

GREY

BLACK

UNCONVENTIONAL RAIN PROTECTION

SERIOUS SHELTER

We seriously broke with convention with this totally waterproof shell. First off, it breathes. Our
exclusive ultralightweight 70g eVent® fabric lets out the sweat at a remarkable rate. Second, it
fits. Fits like a cycling jacket, not a mountaineering jacket. Third, it packs down small (probably
much smaller than the rain shell you’re currently using) to fit in a pocket when you don’t need it.
Finally, we gave it details that make a lot of sense, like external pockets that are easy to access
with gloved hands and an extra-high collar and an easy-sliding waterproof zipper.

This is your jacket if you’re looking for total waterproof protection in a small package
and are ready to sacrifice a bit of breathability to get a workhorse jacket for commuting
or training in the rain. This isn’t the cost-is-no-object jacket of our pro race pieces, but
it comes near to them in packability and matches the waterproofing. The 2.5-layer
fabric features a durable woven outer shell with a waterproof polyurethane membrane
rated at 10,000 MVTR. It packs to a small size that easily fits in a jersey pocket, ready
to give you full waterproof shelter if the weather should turn. We’ve given it a high
neck, a long tail and a stuff pocket for when you need to carry it.

045

GREEN FLUO

032

YELLOW FLUO
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VELO W JACKET 4514064
ForceField micro ripstop fabric is fully windproof and
offers DWR rain protection
Mesh-lined collar becomes stuff sack
Reflective Castelli wordmark logo
Reflective back tabs
Cut long for lower-body splash protection
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 79g (Small)

8°-18°C / 44°-64°F

036

ORANGE FLUO

001

NEVER GET
CAUGHT OUT
We’ve engineered an extremely high amount of
protection into a minimum-sized package. Using
a 30 g/m2 water-repellent and windproof fabric,
we’ve created a jacket that disappears into half a
jersey pocket when not in use, yet provides wind
and rain protecion when needed. Fit is predictably
Castelli: close to body to minimize flapping
fabrics. Serious equipment for unpredictable
conditions.

BLACK

VELO W VEST 4514065
ForceField micro ripstop fabric is fully windproof
and offers DWR rain protection
Mesh lined collar becomes stuff sack
Reflective Castelli wordmark logo
Mesh side panels
Reflective back tabs
Cut long for lower body splash protection
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 58g (Small)

12°-24°C / 50°-69°F

001

WHITE
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TRASPARENTE 3 W JERSEY FZ 4516544

POTENZA W JERSEY FZ 4516546

Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite stretch fabric on front is windproof
and splash resistant
Warmer fabric on back for high breathability
Reflective viz strips for low-light visibility
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper
Elastic gripper on waist to limit ride-up

Polartec® Power Stretch fleece fabric with Hard Face DWR finish
Exceptionally warm fleece with the just the right amount of air permeability to
keep you comfortable in cool conditions
3 rear pockets plus zippered key pocket
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper

SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 257g (Small)

11°-18°C / 52°-64°F

WEIGHT: 269g (Small) 9°-18°C / 48°-64°F
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LAGUNA/DEEP OCEAN
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RASPBERRY/ANTHRACITE

023
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ANTHRACITE

ANTHRACITE/BLACK

A RUNAWAY SUCCESS

WAIT ANOTHER MONTH TO PULL OUT YOUR WINTER JACKET

With the women’s Trasparente full-zip long-sleeve jersey, you can count on having all the necessary coverage from the
wind and cold while still feeling sleek and elegant. We use the X-Lite stretch Windstopper® fabric for the front panels and
forearms and over the tops of the shoulders. This specific placement makes the jersey effectively wind resistant without
inhibiting your freedom of movement. And since X-Lite has more than 10 times the breathability of other wind-protection
fabrics, the Trasparente works to keep your perspiration from building up and cooling you off. While we call this product a
jersey, you’ll find it protects almost like a jacket in cool conditions but still feels light and comfortable like a jersey.

After using the Polartec® Power Stretch fabric when hiking in the Dolomites, we thought this could be an excellent fabric
in cycling. It’s luxuriously thick and warm, and the exceptionally tight knit of the fabric keeps a lot of the wind out, yet it
lets enough air come through to prevent overheating and keep you dry. We worked with Polartec® to give it the Hard Face
finishing for extra durability, and a DWR finish to protect from light rain. The result is a product that’s never been available
in cycling. Far warmer than a traditional jersey and far better breathability than any jacket with a windproof membrane.
Perfect for those spring and fall rides where you need insulation from the crisp, cool air, but you’re not ready for a sweat
fest inside a jacket. It’s a new way to dress for cycling.
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TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION, THERMAL COMFORT

SCICCOSA JERSEY FZ 4516547
Warmer fleece fabric for warmth with excellent moisture management
Bonded 2-layer fabric around collar, cuffs and waist
Cross-wrap cuff closures
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper
3 rear pockets plus zippered key pocket
Reflective detailing
SIZES: XS-XL

SENTIERO JERSEY FZ 4516549

Building on our tried-and-true Warmer 100% polyester thermal fleece fabric, we’ve added our favorite
tech details to make this jersey ready for regular use through the fall and early winter. The cross-wrap
wrist closures with the double-layer collar and zen zipper protector all add extra comfort, while the bonded
fabric around the waist helps keep the pockets in place even when fully loaded.

Warmer fabric for great warmth and moisture wicking
YKK® Vislon zipper
3 rear pockets
Rear reflective viz strips for low-light visibility
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 217g (Small) 14°-20°C / 59°-68°F

WEIGHT: 230g (Small) 13°-20°C / 55°-68°F
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DEEP OCEAN/LAGUNA

009

ANTHRACITE

023
RED

SORRISO JERSEY FZ 4516548
Warmer fleece fabric for warmth with excellent moisture management
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper
3 rear pockets plus zippered key pocket
Reflective detailing
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 237g (Small) 14°-20°C / 59°-68°F
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LAGUNA/DEEP OCEAN
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TIGHTS
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OMLOOP W THERMAL BIBSHORT 4516581
Thermal short cut just to the knee
Thermoflex fabric for exceptional warmth, stretch and breathability
Raw-cut edge at anatomically shaped knee
Progetto X2 Air women's seat pad for long-distance comfort
Mesh bib straps so that you can regulate insulation with your base layers, not the bib
Reflective viz strips for visibility
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 189g (Small) 12°-18°C / 54°-64°F

PRO INNOVATION
We first saw this back in 2009 when our Cervélo TestTeam rider Jeremy Hunt
rode the Omloop Het Nieuwsblad in knee warmers that he had cut to knee
length. It took six years for it to catch on, but we saw half a dozen or so riders
starting the 2015 Omloop with that same look. So we engineered a fabric that
lets us leave a soft raw edge at the back of the knee that won’t cut into you,
and we started riding prototypes. The women's version is technically identical
to the men's version but incorporates our women's bib shape, women's Progetto
X2 Air seat pad, and women's specific fit. Get ready for your most comfortable
fall riding ever.

010

BLACK
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SORPASSO W BIBTIGHT 4514576

OUR BEST WINTER
TIGHT. EVER.

SORPASSO W TIGHT 4512534
Thermoflex and Thermoflex Core2 fabric
Progetto X2 Air women’s-specific seat pad for maximum comfort
Thermoflex waistband for extra warmth
GIRO3 ankle grippers lie flat and seal around shoecover

We’ve put all our best technologies into the
Sorpasso W tight: the Progetto X2 Air women’sspecific seat pad and a mix of lightweight fabrics,
including our warm Thermoflex Core2. By applying
the technical advancement of hollow-core fibers,
we’ve made these tights not only lighter than
your normal tights but also warmer—and they
keep you drier. Ankle zips are YKK® Camlock, and
covered with reflective tape for night visibility.
Now you’re ready to put in those long base rides
all winter long.

YKK® Camlock ankle zippers with reflective tape for high visibility
SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 235g (Small)

0°-15°C / 32°-59°F
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MENO WIND W BIBTIGHT 4515565
MENO WIND W TIGHT 4515566
New AirFlex Thermo fabric on front for maximum stretch with total windproofness
Back in Thermoflex Core2 for excellent moisture management and warmth
Mesh bib straps
KISS Air pad for all-day comfort
Flat-lock seams
YKK® Camlock ankle zippers with reflective tape for high visibility
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 228g (Small)

12°-20°C / 57°-68°F

PERFECTION SIMPLIFIED
The Meno products offer minimalist design that
concentrates on function. This wind-protecting bibtight is
singularly focused on keeping you warm and comfortable
in cold conditions. Our AirFlex Thermo fabric is the
stretchiest windproof fabric we’ve ever made and allows
us to make this tight fit great. It’s ideal for conditions from

CHIC TIGHT 4516552

5°C/40°F and down ... as low as you’re willing to ride.
010

010

BLACK

BLACK

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 259g (Small)

5°-15°C / 41°-59°F

CHIC BIB TIGHT 4516551
Thermoflex fleece-lined fabric for warmth
Soft-fit double-layer waistband
Articulated double-layer knee for extra warmth and
extra flexibility
KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort
Camlock ankle zipper with reflective strip
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 270g (Small)
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5°-15°C / 41°-59°F
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CHIC KNICKER 4516553

MADE TO RIDE
The Chic tight was designed to be your go-to tight for
mild to cool conditions. We use our soft, fleecy and warm
Thermoflex fabric with our famous KISS Air seat pad,
covering the comfort. The articulated knee, camlock ankle
zips and soft-fit waistband construction show that this tight
is ready for serious riding.

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 259g (Small)

12°-18°C / 54°-64°F
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NANOFLEX DONNA BIBTIGHT 4516554
Nano Flex fabric provides outstanding warmth and stretch with water
resistance
Minimal seams for maximum water resistance
KISS Air Donna seat pad for all-day comfort
Reflective screen-printed Castelli graphic on both legs
GIRO3 ankle grippers lie flat and seal around shoecover
YKK® ankle Camlock zippers with reflective tape for high visibility
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 347g (Small) 5°-15°C / 41°-59°F

STAY WARM AND DRY
Everybody is enthusiastic about the performance and efficiency of the
famous Nano Flex warmers. For winter it’s even better to have full tights
with this genius water-repellant technology. Bad weather doesn’t prevent
serious cyclists from riding outside. If you're training in Belgium or in any
other place with kind of Flemish weather, the Nano Flex Donna bibtight
becomes even more valuable. The bib straps improve comfort and provide
additional protection to prevent cold spots. The tight can completely protect
from light rain or drizzle, but even when some water comes through in harder
rain it's still the best protection I've found. Thanks to the fleece lining, this
garment insulates very well and is also great on cool and dry days.

010

BLACK

NANOFLEX DONNA TIGHT 4515567
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 220g (Small)

5°-15°C / 41°-59°F

COME RAIN OR SHINE
We usually talk about the water-repellent features of our Nano Flex fabric, but its
performance in dry conditions is equally remarkable. This fabric has dry performance
similar to that of our Thermoflex fleece tight fabric, with the added ability to shed
rain when needed. You don’t compromise breathability, only a bit of softness. So this
tight is ideal for anyone riding in mixed conditions with a chance of rain, but you’ll be
completely comfortable even if it doesn’t rain a drop.
010

BLACK
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ROSSO CORSA LIGHT BRA 4512060

FLANDERS W WARM LS 4514568

The first sports bra invented for cycling, not running
Moderate support doesn’t overly compress
Maximum ventilation and moisture management
Cross back with GIRO++ straps
Side tulle mesh inserts
Sizes/underbust measurements (cm):
XS 68-72, S 73-77, M 78-82, L 83-87, XL 88-92

SottoZero Fleece multi-denier 100% polyester fabric
Flat-lock stitching
Mesh armpit insert
Flat hem tucks away in tights

SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 103g (Small) -5°-8°C / 23°-46°F

WEIGHT: 50g (Small)
001

010

WHITE

BLACK

IT’S A CYCLING BRA, NOT A SPORTS BRA.

BLUSTERY WEATHER NO PROBLEM

Developed with advice from our women’s pro team, it’s the first bra specifically designed for cycling, with
maximum support and moisture management. Rather than compressing like most sports bras, it gives just
enough support and then concentrates on breathability and comfort.

This product was made for the conditions of Flanders in
February. Or basically any month between September and
May. High-loft fleece on the inside provides warmth to spare,
and you’ll love the softness on your skin with the excellent
moisture management of this 100% multi-denier fabric. It’s
stretchy for a perfect fit, and the flat-lock seams add an extra
touch of quality.

ROSSO CORSA SUPPORT BRA 4513077
The first cycling-specific sports bra for larger cup sizes
Maximum ventilation
Sufficient support for cycling without excessive compression
Adjustable shoulder straps can be crossed for extra
support
Fits C and D cups
Sizes/underbust measurements (cm):
XS 68-72, S 73-77, M 78-82, L 83-87, XL 88-92
SIZES: XS-XL

001

GREY

010

WHITE

WEIGHT: 56g (Small)

008

BLACK

PROSECCO W LS 4516555
Excellent moisture management in medium weight
for cool conditions
Prosecco 1st Layer 100% polyester main body fabric
Prosecco Micro fabric where less warmth is needed
Anatomical cut
Flat stitching at hem

CORE MESH W SLEEVELESS 4514066

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 82g (Small) 2°-14°C / 35°-57°F

Fully open mesh creates a layer of air between your skin
and the jersey
Body-wrap design wicks away moisture
Minimal seams for maximum comfort
Sublimated logo
Cut long to stay tucked in shorts
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 37g (Small)

PROSECCO EXTRA DRY

15°-30°C / 59°-86°F

001

WHITE
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This midweight base layer is made for cool conditions
or even high-intensity cold-weather rides where wicking
moisture away from your skin is the first goal. The hydrophilic
Prosecco treatment spreads the moisture out over a larger
area for quicker evaporation. We use two different weights
of fabric, with the thinner layer used where it will be covered
by your shorts/tights or bib straps so that you don’t have too
much insulation where you don’t need it.

001

WHITE
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CROMO GLOVE 4514571

SCUDO W GLOVE 4516556

TROPPO SHOECOVER 4515571

ATELIER 13 SOCK 4515569

RIGHINA 13 SOCK 4515576

Gore Windstopper X-Fast fabric for wind protection
Made for comfort in cold-weather riding
SmartHeat lining manages moisture and adds warmth
Wind-resistant and water-resistant fabric on palm
Microsuede thumb panel

Lightweight and packable windproof glove for cool conditions
Back of hand is exceptionally
stretchy for perfect fit
Touchscreen inserts at fingertips
Synthetic leather palm with
silicone grip pattern

Made for women riders
Breathable, windproof, water-resistant fabric
Reflective insert at the heel
Ultralight waterproof zipper

Merino wool blend
Terry knit construction for additional warmth
13cm cuff

Merino wool blend
Terry knit construction for additional warmth
13cm cuff

SIZES: SM/LX WEIGHT: 48g (Pair)

SIZES: SM/LX WEIGHT: 48g (Pair)

®

SIZES: XS-XL

®

WEIGHT: 70g (Pair)

5°-14°C / 41°-57°F

SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: S-L

WEIGHT: 94g (Small)

6°-14°C / 43°-57°F

WEIGHT: 33g (Pair)

10°-18°C / 50°-64°F

004

LIGHT GREY

911

ANTHRACITE/RASPBERRY

023

RED/BLACK

005

TURBULENCE/BLACK/BLACK REFLECTIVE

116

RASPBERRY/GREY

079

LAGUNA

010

BLACK/WHITE

010

BLACK

231
032

BLACK/RED

YELLOW FLUO/BLACK/BLACK REFLECTIVE

057

SURF BLUE

231

BLACK/RED

IMPOSSIBLY LIGHT,
SURPRISINGLY WARM
We made this glove to be extremely thin but provide
decent warmth for moderate conditions, thanks
to the high-stretch windproof back. The bonus
feature of this glove is its packability for changing
conditions: you can start the early morning ride with
this glove on and then easily stash it in your jersey
pocket when the day warms up.

123

WHITE/RED

023

RED/BLACK/BLACK REFLECTIVE

023
RED
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VIVA DONNA SKULLY 4513563

VIVA DONNA HEADBAND 4513564

HEAD W THINGY 4514573

Thermoflex is warm, soft and stretchy
Raw cut edge lies flat and doesn’t bunch under helmet

Thermoflex is warm, soft and stretchy
Raw cut edge lies flat and doesn’t bunch under helmet

Cozy, stretchy and moisture-wicking Softlex fabric
Multiple configurations give you a protective layer option

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI

910

ANTHRACITE/WHITE

010

BLACK
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011

RASPBERRY

078

DEEP OCEAN

010

BLACK

011

RASPBERRY

011

RASPBERRY

078

DEEP OCEAN

078

DEEP OCEAN
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CASUAL WEAR

CASUAL WEAR

RACE DAY TRACK JACKET 4516064
4-way-stretch melange fabric with durable water
repellency for lightweight protection from the elements
Full-length front zipper
2 side pockets
Reflectivity on upper body and collar
SIZES: XS-3XL

356g (Large)

FALL TO WINTER TO SPRING
This ultra-flexible jacket is just the right weight for those cool fall
days when you just need an extra layer to keep you warm, and the
DWR finish will be handy if your fall routine includes cyclocross in
Belgium, England or Portland. When the weather turns colder you can
continue to use it as a layering piece.

009
ANTHRACITE

RACE DAY HOODIE 4513092
65% cotton / 35% polyester, 320 g/m2 preshrunk
French terry
Draw-cord hood
Rib-knit cuffs and waistband with inner stripe detail
Woven scorpion patch and embroidered Castelli logos
SIZES: XS-3XL

010

BLACK

RACE DAY POLO 4513096
95% cotton / 5% elastane fabric, 220 g/m2
2-button center-front placket
Rib-knit collar
Woven scorpion patch and embroidered Castelli logos
SIZES: XS-3XL

006

HEATHER GREY
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WHITE
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ROSSOCORSA T-SHIRT 4514075

Long-sleeve version of our comfy graphic tee
65% cotton / 35% polyester, 120 g/m2
Screen-printed graphic

60% cotton / 40% polyester, 150 g/m2
Treated cotton for increased moisture management
Screen-printed graphic
Contrast neck tape

SIZES: XS-3XL

153g (Large)

CASUAL WEAR

CX LS TOP 4516504

SIZES: XS-3XL

023

010

096

RED

059

BLACK

DARK GREY MELANGE

006

DRIVE BLUE

GREY/MELANGE

ARMANDO T-SHIRT 4516065
CX 2nd LAYER 4516503

Ultra soft cotton polyetser blend
Screen-print graphic

Hydrophilic mini-jacquard brushed 100% polyester fleece
2 front pockets
Close-fitting collar for extra warmth
Screen-printed logo on sleeve
SIZES: XS-3XL

SIZES: XS-3XL

WEIGHT: 403g (Large)

099
010

VINTAGE BLACK

097

093

095

VINTAGE ORANGE

MELANGE BLUE

RUBY RED MELANGE

BLACK

ADVANTAGE T-SHIRT 4514074
60% cotton / 40% polyester, 150 g/m2
Treated cotton for increased moisture management
Screen-printed graphic
Contrast neck tape
SIZES: XS-3XL

CORSO PANT 4513101

LIBERO SHORT 4513100

Pure Italian styling to keep
you looking good
even when off the bike
Stretch nylon/spandex woven
fabric
Two side pockets
Fitted cut for athletic look
Elegant overstitch and hidden-seam construction

Stretch nylon/spandex woven fabric
Elegant overstitch and hidden-seam
construction
Two side pockets
Embossed tone-on-tone Castelli
wordmark at top of back
Scorpion on leg
SIZES: XS-3XL

SIZES: XS-3XL

010

BLACK

010

BLACK
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047

GREEN

059

DRIVE BLUE

006

GREY/MELANGE

010

BLACK
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CASUAL WEAR

RACE DAY W TRACK JACKET 4516562
4-way-stretch melange fabric with durable water
repellency for lightweight protection from the elements
Attached jacquard lined hood
Full-length front zipper
2 side pockets
Slight drop-tail hem for extra coverage in back
Active fit
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 419g (Small)

009
ANTHRACITE

W T-SHIRT 4516081
Ultra soft cotton polyetser blend
Screen-print graphic
SIZES: XS-XL

094

MELANGE LIGHT GREY

099

VINTAGE BLACK
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095

MELANGE BLUE
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RACE BAGS

RACE BAGS

ROLLING TRAVEL BAG XL 8900101

ROLLING TRAVEL BAG 8900100

GEAR DUFFLE BAG 8900102

GEAR BACKPACK 8900103

Water and stain resistant materials
Semi rigid bottom for support and protection
Moulded botom skid plates
Low density wheels
Telescoping handle
Internal laptop sleeve
2 main compartiments
Front and top carry handles
Multiple internal pockets
Fleece lined electronics pocket
ID window
Reflective accents

Water and stain resistant materials
Meets most airline carry on requirements
Semi rigid bottom for support and protection
Molded bottom skid plates
Low density wheels
Telescoping handle
2 main compartments
Front and top carry handles
Multiple internal pockets
Fleece lined electronics pocket
Easy access laptop sleeve
ID window
Reflective accents

Water and stain resistant materials
Removable padded shoulder strap
Multiple internal pockets
Vented external shoe or dirty laundry pocket
Semi rigid bottom for support and protection
Reflective accents

Water and stain resistant materials
Water resistant zippers
Padded laptop sleeve
Tablet sleeve
Hidden waist belt
Helmet attachment loops
Adjustable sternum strap
External bottle pocket
Reflective accents

SIZE: 40 x 74 x 29cm

CAPACITY: 71 LITER

CAPACITY: 26 LITER

CAPACITY: 80 LITER
SIZE: 35 x 54 x 25cm

010

BLACK

CAPACITY: 43 LITER

010

BLACK

010

BLACK
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THE ART OF
PACKING

RACE BAGS

RACE RAIN BAG 8900106
The pro’s choice for race day essentials
Bottom zipped vented shoe compartment
Shoe compartment can be separated
Internal mesh pockets
Flip open top pockets
Reflective accents
Name panels

All successful pros have to master the art of packing
a rain bag very early in their careers. For the pros,
the rain bag is a vital piece of equipment in which
they stash all the clothes and accessories that will
keep them warmer or drier if the weather turns
nasty. Riders will fall back to the team car and ask
for gloves, jackets or booties, and then the mechanic
in the car will have to be able to find the right pieces
very quickly.

SIZE: 30 x 25 x 20cm

010

BLACK

Designed for races and long training days to sit in the
back of the team car so the kit is organised and can
be easily accessed by the mechanic when called by
the rider if the weather should turn to downpour. The
bottom shoe compartment is great for quick access if
the mechanic needs to get to the shoes after a crash.

The red lining and all the mesh pockets make it extremely easy to find everything when you need it.
The flip-open top with zip mesh pockets is a great idea that solves the problem of trying to find small
accessories in the bottom of a bag.
For the everyday cyclist the bag is your perfect training companion, it is a great way to keep extra
clothes, accessories and shoes organized for everyday training or when traveling. You'll be surprised
how much you can actually fit into the bag and how easy it is to find what I need.

UNDERSADDLE XL 8900105

UNDERSADDLE MINI 8900104

Water and stain resistant materials
water resistant zipper
water resistant construction
Adjustable hook and loop attachment straps
External mini pump sleeve
Internal storage pocket
Reflective accents

Water and stain resistant materials
Water resistant zipper
Water resistant construction
Adjustable hook and loop attachment strap
Internal storage pocket
Reflective accents
SIZE: 5 x 13 x 5cm

SIZE: 6 x 15 x 6cm

010

BLACK
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LINEA PELLE

LINEA PELLE

CHAMOIS DRY LUBE 8800100
Moist skin is softer and more susceptible to abrasion, as any rider who
has done a long race in the rain can attest. Our dry lube reduces friction
without weakening the skin through moisturizers. We also use 100%
natural tea tree oil for antibacterial and antimicrobial properties to help
prevent infections and saddle sores.

FOUL WEATHER CREAM 8800102
This cream is designed to protect your skin
from wet, dirty conditions. It is not petroleum
based and won’t damage the fabric of your
bike shorts. It is also easier to clean off with
soap and warm water.

001

001

A WHOLE NEW LEVEL
OF COMFORT
We have been developing our skin care products for almost two years, fine-tuning the
ingredients and testing the various versions on a panel of riders. Our partnership with
several skin care experts has allowed us to develop unique products while ensuring that
the product formulas are both effective and safe.
We tested multiple different versions of the creams to get just the right performance.
A group of cyclists blind tested these creams along with leading competitors’ products,
and the final versions of our Linea Pelle products were the top-ranked products in these
tests for almost all the testers.
We make any effort to avoid any ingredients that can irritate the skin or damage
technical cycling fabrics. Many of the ingredients are natural, avoiding any synthetic
ingredients that are associated with potential health issues.
The packaging is important as well. The tubes make it easy to get an exact amount of
cream and are more hygienic than jars. The 100 ml size means you can fly with the tubes
in your carry-on luggage.

WARMING EMBRO CREAM 8800101
001

LINEA PELLE
COMBO PACK 8800103
All three Linea Pelle products delivered
in a mesh drawstring bag.
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This cream creates a warming sensation that helps “wake up” muscles on cooler days or
can also help relieve sore muscles. We used mostly natural ingredients to create a strong
warming sensation but without the burning feeling that you get with some products. This
cream can be used underneath the Foul Weather Cream for racing in cold and wet conditions.
001
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The New improved KISS Air seat pad aims to incorporate as many of the features and comfort
as our top-of-the-line Progetto X2 Air seat pad but at a more affordable price.

The Progetto X2 Air seat pad is used with its ventilated skin-care layer to keep you cool. Its two-layer
design and multi-density padding ensures excellent comfort no matter how long your epic ride is.

1. SKIN CARE LAYER
A four-way stretch, microdenier,
seamless, bacteriostatic layer made
to adapt to the shape of your body and
saddle without any folds in the fabric. Air
flows right into the surface fabric to aid
evaporation.

2. SEAMLESS INTEGRATED
TECHNOLOGY CUSHIONING LAYER
Multi-density foam with infinitely variable
thickness. The thickness of the pad is
engineered to place the padding where you
need it most for maximum comfort.
1. SEAMLESS SKIN CARE LAYER
A super soft, brushed microfiber
top that maximizes comfort and fit.
Seamlessly engineered to eliminate
chafing and abrasion. Flexible
to move with you. Bacteriostatic
treatment to avoid saddle sores and
infection.

3. ANATOMICAL SHAPE
Comfort is further enhanced by
creating a perfect
interface to your body during every
pedal stroke.

2. DUAL DENSITY, INFINITELY
VARIABLE THICKNESS
Dual density and infinitely variable
thickness gives you the perfect
cushioning for every part of the pad.
Maximum thickness and density in
the ischial zone, tapering to moderate
thickness in the perineum, and
minimum thickness at the perimeter.

3. VISCOUS COMFORT INSERTS
Perforated viscous padding is added
under the highly sensitive ishial and
perineum pressure areas.
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CASTELLI FABRIC TECHNOLOGY

CARE INFORMATION

When you’re obsessed about cycling technology, it’s easy to get carried away with tech-speak and jargon.
Here is a brief explanation of some of the revolutionary technology behind our products.

EVENT®

Maximize the product's performance and life span.

NANO FLEX

7x(AIR)

1. WASHING
Washing instructions are printed on a white tag inside
each piece of clothing. Following these instructions
will help make sure that your gear will last as long
as possible. Careful washing and maintenance will
ensure the highest performance from your Castelli
products and extend their useful life span.

eVent waterproof fabric keeps you dry in wet conditions.
It’s waterproof outside while allowing perspiration to
escape from the inside through millions of tiny pores. In
fact, eVent is 30% more breathable than its next closest
competitor. eVent is the smartest choice for athletes who
need and demand the highest possible performance and
comfort from their apparel.

A brand new fabric with engineered air exchange to keep
you warm and dry even at maximum effort levels. The
fully wind- and waterproof external layer is quilted to a
microfiber fleece inner layer. The resulting wind resistant
fabric essentially eliminates wind chill, while the stitch
holes allow 7 times more air permeability than the
fabrics used on our Windstopper® jackets.

WARMER

THERMOFLEX CORE 2

THERMOFLEX

Warmer is more than a name, it’s exactly what the fabric
delivers during workouts. Its fleecy inside keeps you
warm, while 100% polyester fibers quickly wick sweat
away. It’s the fabric of choice when thermal insulation is
equally important as moisture management.

Thermoflex times two. We’ve extended the comfort
range of Thermoflex in both directions. The Core2 version
features a polyester inner layer with a nylon outer layer,
giving a push-pull moisture transport system that keeps
you drier so you’re comfortable in conditions when
regular Thermoflex is too warm. But that polyester inner
layer is made with hollow-core yarns for extra insulation,
and with a tighter knit that keeps more air out.

Thermoflex gives you a stretchy layer of cold-weather
protection. Its fleecy inside traps a layer of warm air next
to your skin, while its high stretch gives you an aerodynamic fit.

Exclusively engineered by Castelli. We take our thermal
fleecy stretch Thermoflex fabric and coat it with millions
of tiny nanofilaments to create the most water-repellent
fabric finish ever. Drops of water stay as spherical balls
on top of the fabric or bounce off the fabric without
leaving a trace.

WINDSTOPPER® X-FAST

The highly stretchable Windstopper® X-Lite fabric moves
naturally with your body and doesn’t restrict movement.
It also delivers unprecedented performance, with 100%
wind protection, and up to ten times greater breathability
compared to other windproof fabrics.

Light elastic protection. That’s the key to our lightest
Windstopper® three-layer knit fabric. You have trusted
Gore® total windproofness, excellent breathability, functional stretch and DWR coating for water repellency. This
fabric has opened up new possibilities in constructing
layered garments for enhanced fit and temperature and
moisture management.

Total wind protection and great breathability. This fabric
uses an internal brushed fleece for excellent insulation
and to reduce moisture buildup. It is treated with a DWR
water-repellent finish to shed rain.

PRIMALOFT

Lightweight, compressible and synthetic insulation that
maintains its ability to insulate from cold even in wet
conditions. The microfibre structure helps the body to
retain warmth.
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OUTDRY

OutDry® patented technology achieves a fully waterproof, windproof and breathable laminated glove outer
shell. With OutDry®, the elements are stopped at the first
layer and with no extra layer of water, gloves breathe
better and stay flexible.

1. Hand or machine wash on a lukewarm permanent
press cycle (max. 40°C / 104°F).
2. Use a small amount of liquid detergent, not
powder detergents or any products that contain
fabric softeners, conditioners, stain removers or
bleach as they will affect garment performance.
3. Do not use a fabric softener! This can destroy
wicking and water-repellent treatments.
4. Hang dry or dry flat. Do not tumble dry.
5. If necessary to reactive the water repellency,
you can also tumble dry on low heat for about
20 minutes. If unable to tumble dry, iron the dry
garment on gentle setting (warm, no steam) by
placing a towel or cloth between the garment and
the iron. Do not iron over the heat-transfer Castelli
and Nano Flex letters.

The Castelli Nano Flex fabric repels water through both a DWR finish and thanks to millions of ultra-tiny nanofilaments
that cause water droplets to bead up on the surface of the garment and run off instead of pooling on the fabric and
soaking through. The Nano Flex treatment will last approximately 40-50 washes. (Of course, the garment must be
washed correctly; if the detergent contains fabric softener the treatment will disappear immediately).

WINDSTOPPER® 150

®

To prolong the life of your Castelli Nano Flex
garments, we recommend washing the products by
hand or on a regular cycle in cool water, followed
by line drying (we recommend washing most
cycling apparel this way).

4. WHAT TO DO WHEN A NANO FLEX PRODUCT LOSE ITS WATER
REPELLENCY

WINDSTOPPER® X-LITE

®

1. Always read the care label before washing a piece
of clothing.
2. Close all zips and Velcro fasteners and turn the
garment inside out.
3. Hand or machine wash on a lukewarm permanent
press cycle (max. 40°C / 104°F)
4. Use a small amount of liquid detergent, not
powder detergents or any products that contain fabric
softeners, conditioners, stain removers or bleach as
they will affect garment performance.
5. Hang dry or dry flat. Do not tumble dry.
6. Castelli Nano Flex products and softshell jackets
and wind vests can be tumbled dry on low heat for
about 20 minutes to rejuvenate the water repellent
finish.

2. HOW TO WASH NANO FLEX
PRODUCTS

POLARTEC POWER STRETCH
®

®

Lightweight, double layered and for-way stretch fabric
which keeps you warm without restricting movement.
The durable nylon outer layer offers wind and abrasion
resistance, while a soft polyester inner layer wicks moisture away from the skin.

REACTIVATING THE NANO FLEX WATER REPELLENCY
There are two ways to re-treat your Castelli Nano Flex garment and restore the water-resistant finish.
1. Apply a commercially available water-repellent spray-on softshell treatment agent. (See above for spray-on
water-repellent treatment instructions.)
2. If necessary to reactive the water repellency, you can also tumble dry on low heat for about 20 minutes. If unable
to tumble dry, iron the dry garment on gentle setting (warm, no steam) by placing a towel or cloth between the
garment and the iron. Do not iron over the heat-transfer Castelli and Nano Flex letters.

3. WATER REPELLENCY
WHAT TO DO WHEN A CASTELLI
SOFTSHELL GARMENT STARTS TO
ABSORB WATER
WHAT TO DO WHEN A CASTELLI SOFTSHELL GARMENT
STARTS TO ABSORB WATER
Castelli breathable softshell garments have been treated with
a durable water-repellant (DWR) finish, which keeps the outer
fabric from becoming saturated so that the breathable barrier
can do its job. If the outer fabric starts to absorb water, the
garment can lose up to 70% of its breathability as well as
reducing water proofing.
The outer coating needs to be replenished periodically to keep
it from picking up water and dirt. You can rejuvenate the DWR
finish by putting the garment in the dryer at low heat for about
20 minutes, or by ironing under low heat being careful not to
melt the synthetic fibers of your garment.
The DWR finish will wear off over time and you may want to
re-treat your Castelli product’s water repellency by applying
a commercially available water-repellent spray-on DWR
treatment by following these instructions:
MAKE SURE THE GARMENT HAS BEEN CLEANED PROPERLY
Your Castelli softshell garment could be soaking up water just
because it is dirty. First, try cleaning it. If it is fairly new or
recently re-waterproofed, the DWR will be revitalized just from
cleaning. But once the garment has been thoroughly worn, you
will need to restore the water-resistant finish using a sprayon softshell treatment agent. Make sure to clean the garment
first.
SPRAY-ON WATER-REPELLENT TREATMENT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Make sure the garment has been cleaned properly and is dry.
2. Lay the garment out flat and spray the entire outer shell with
the water-repellent finish, holding the bottle 15 cm from the
surface.
3. Allow the water-repellent finish to soak in for 10-15 minutes.
4. Wipe off excess water-repellent finish with a damp cloth.
Check carefully to make sure no areas have been missed.
Remember, the garment will not become waterproof, but it will
take longer for water to penetrate the outer fabric.
SOFTSHELL TREATMENT PRODUCTS:
Nikwax SoftShell Proof™
McNette
We recommend spray-on finishes rather than wash-in finishes
as it will effect the moisture management.
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SIZE CHARTS
At Castelli, we obsessively test and refine to give you the
best fitting, highest performance cycling apparel.

1
4

3

3
2

2

1 On the bike, your Castelli jersey should fit close to the skin.

5

2 Off the bike, your Castelli jersey might feel tight across the chest and a little short in
front.
3 Castelli ProSecco treatment helps perspiration evaporate quickly to keep you cooler
and drier.
4 Castelli jerseys are designed with the sleeves articulated forward for maximum
aerodynamic performance.
5 Bibshorts should fit tightly enough to support critical leg muscles through compression
without inhibiting movement and constricting blood flow.

WOMEN

MEN (UNISEX)
CHEST
WAIST
HIPS
INSEAM

S
92 cm
80 cm
94 cm
82 cm

M
96 cm
84 cm
98 cm
83 cm

L
100 cm
88 cm
102 cm
84 cm

XL
105 cm
93 cm
107 cm
85 cm

2XL
110 cm
98 cm
112 cm
86 cm

3XL
115 cm
103 cm
117 cm
87 cm

S/M
36-39
35-38

L/XL
40-43
39-41

2XL
44-47

L/XL
40-44

2XL
44-48

SHOE-COVERS - Diluvio, Belgian Bootie
UNISEX

S/M
36-40
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S
84 cm
68 cm
92 cm
76 cm

M
89 cm
73 cm
97 cm
77 cm

L
94 cm
78 cm
102 cm
78 cm

XL
99 cm
83 cm
107 cm
79 cm

XS
MEN
WOMEN

35-37

S
36-39
37-39

M
40-42
39-42

L
43-44

XL
45-46

2XL
46-48

GLOVES MEN

WARMERS
SIZE
S (WOMAN)
S (MAN)
M
L
XL

XS
79 cm
63 cm
87 cm
75 cm

SHOE-COVERS - Euro Shoe size

SOCKS - Euro Shoe size
MEN’S SHOE SIZE
WOMEN’S SHOE SIZE

CHEST
WAIST
HIPS
INSEAM

CIRCUMFERENCE

XS
< 18,4 cm

S
18,4 - 20,3 cm

M
20,3 - 22,2 cm

L
22,2 - 24,1 cm

XL
24,1 - 26 cm

XS
< 16,6 cm

S
16,6 - 18,4 cm

M
18,4 - 20,2 cm

L
20,2 - 22 cm

XL
22 cm

2XL
> 26 cm

GLOVES WOMEN
SHORT/JERSEY
XS-S
S-M
S-M
L-XL
2XL-3XL

WEIGHT
45-60 KG
45-60 KG
60-70 KG
70-80 KG
>80 KG

CIRCUMFERENCE
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JACKETS COMPARISON

BIB/TIGHTS COMPARISON

TEMPESTA RACE
JACKET

DOLOMITI
X-LITE JACKET

PAVÉ JACKET

RIPARO RAIN
JACKET

PERFETTO LIGHT
SHORT SLEEVE

GABBA 2

WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS
INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHT WEIGHT
REFLECTIVE DETAILING

OMLOOP THERMAL
BIBSHORT

SORPASSO
BIBTIGHT

SORPASSO
BIBKNICKER

SORPASSO WIND
BIBTIGHT

MENO 2
BIBTIGHT

MENO 2 WIND
BIBTIGHT

VELOCISSIMO 3
BIBTIGHT

PROGETTO X2 AIR

PROGETTO X2 AIR

PROGETTO X2 AIR

KISSAIR

KISSAIR

KISSAIR

WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS
INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
SEAT PAD
PERFETTO
CONVERTIBLE JACKET

PERFETTO LONG
SLEEVE

ELEMENTO 2 7X
(AIR) JACKET

ALPHA
JACKET

ESPRESSO 4
JACKET

PROGETTO X2 AIR

SENZA 2
JACKET

WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS
INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHT WEIGHT
REFLECTIVE DETAILING

MORTIROLO 4
JACKET

MORTIROLO REFLEX
JACKET

PASSO GIAU
JACKET

VELOCISSIMO
JACKET

RADDOPPIA
JACKET

VELO
JACKET

SQUADRA LONG
JACKET

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHT WEIGHT

SEAT PAD

VELOCISSIMO 3
BIBKNICKER

VELOCISSIMO 3
TIGHT

KISSAIR

KISSAIR

NANO LIGHT PRO
BIBSHORT

KISSAIR

NANOFLEX PRO
BIBTIGHT

PROGETTO X2 AIR

NANOFLEX 2
BIBTIGHT

KISSAIR

NANOFLEX 2
BIBKNICKER

KISSAIR

NANOFLEX 2
BIBSHORT

KISSAIR

POLARE 2
BIBTIGHT

KISSAIR

REFLECTIVE DETAILING
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GLOVES COMPARISON

SHOECOVERS COMPARISON

BOA GLOVE

ESTREMO GLOVE

SPETTACOLO GLOVE

DILUVIO
SHOECOVER

SCALDA GLOVE

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

MTB COMPATIBLE

SCUDO GLOVE

TEMPESTA GLOVE

CW. 6.0 CROSS GLOVE

NARCISISTA 2
SHOECOVER

LIGHTNESS GLOVE

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

MTB COMPATIBLE

CORRIDORE GLOVE

DILUVIO GLOVE

DILUVIO
SHOECOVER 16

AERO NANO
SHOECOVER

DILUVIO SHOECOVER
ALL-RAOD

CORSA
SHOECOVER

REFLEX
SHOECOVER

TEMPESTA
SHOECOVER

TOE THINGY

PIOGGIA 3
SHOECOVER

BELGIAN BOOTIE

LINER GLOVE

WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS
INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
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WOMEN’S BIB/TIGHTS COMPARISON

WOMEN’S PRODUCT COMPARISON

ELEMENTO 2 7X(AIR)
W JACKET

MORTIROLO 2 W
JACKET

ALPHA W JACKET

CROMO LIGHT
JACKET

GABBA W

PERFETTO W
LONG SLEEVE

WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS
INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHT WEIGHT
REFLECTIVE DETAILING
SORPASSO W
BIBTIGHT

SORPASSO
W TIGHT

MENO WIND W
BIBTIGHT

MENO WIND W TIGHT

CHIC BIBTIGHT

PROGETTO X2 AIR

PROGETTO X2 AIR

KISSAIR

KISSAIR

KISSAIR

WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS
INSULATION
SEAT PAD
INDISPENSABILE
JACKET

DONNINA RAIN
JACKET

VELO W
JACKET

RIPARO W
JACKET

VELO W VEST

WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS
INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHT WEIGHT
REFLECTIVE DETAILING

CRORE MESH W
SLEEVELESS

FLANDRIA W
WARM LS

PROSECCO W LS

CROMO GLOVE

SCUDO W GLOVE

TROPPO
SHOECOVER

CHIC TIGHT

CHIC KNICKER

NANOFLEX DONNA
BIBTIGHT

NANOFLEX DONNA
TIGHT

KISSAIR

KISSAIR

KISSAIR

KISSAIR

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

INSULATION

SEAT PAD

BREATHABILITY
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CASTELLI DISTRIBUTION

Photographers: Edoardo Civiero, Elle-esse.net, Gruberimages.pro, Paolo Ciaberta, Slipstreamsports.
Riders: Alan Marangoni, Dylan Van Baarle, Enrico Franzoi, Jim Aernouts, Lisa Favale, Mara Dell'Armellina, Margriet Kloppenburg, Sebastian Langeveld, Tom Meeusen.
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HEAD OFFICE

USA OFFICE

MANIFATTURA VALCISMON S.P.A.
VIA G. MARCONI 81-83
I-32030 FONZASO (BL)
ITALY

INFUGA
1040 NE 44TH AVE , SUITE 1
PORTLAND, OR 97213
USA

TEL: +39 0439 5711 / FAX: +39 0439 56 436
E-MAIL: INFO@CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM
SITE: WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM

TEL: +1 503 222 3500 / FAX: +1 503 961 8577
E-MAIL: INFO@CASTELLI-US.COM
SITE: WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM

AUSTRALIA

DE GRANDI CYCLE & SPORT PTY LTD
TEL.: +61 3 5221 5099
E-MAIL: INFO@CASTELLIAUSTRALIA.COM.AU
SITE: WWW.DEGRANDI.COM.AU

GREECE

KASSIMATIS CYCLING
TEL: +30 21 0411 3654 / FAX: +30 21 0411 9317
E-MAIL: INFO@KASSIMATISCYCLING.GR
SITE: WWW.KASSIMATISCYCLING.GR

RUSSIA

TRASSA LTD
TEL: +7( 499) 258 09 19
E-MAIL: TRASSA@TRASSA.RU
WWW.TRASSA.RU

AUSTRIA

MVC SPORT VERTRIEBS GMBH
TEL: +49 (0) 8031 2360803
E-MAIL: VERTRIEB@MVC46.EU
SITE: WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING:COM

GUATEMALA

EUROBIKES.COM.GT
TEL. +502 55801209 +502 22106464
EMAIL: ANDREA@EUROBIKES.COM.GT
SITE: WWW.EUROBIKES.COM.GT

SLOVAKIA

SK PROFI BIKE S.R.O.
TEL: +421 48 415 1001 / FAX: +421 48 415 1021
E-MAIL: INFO@SKPROFIBIKE.SK
SITE: WWW.SKPROFIBIKE.SK

BELGIUM

WOLVENBERG N.V.
TEL: +32 (0)3 458 71 71 / FAX: +32 (0)3 458 71 72
E-MAIL: INFO@WOLVENBERG.COM
SITE: WWW.WOLVENBERG.COM

INDONESIA

PRO-BICYCLE
TEL: +6221 7663029 / +6221 7663026
E-MAIL: INFO@PRO-BICYCLE.COM
SITE: WWW.PRO-BICYCLE.COM

SLOVENIA

FACTORY STORE
TEL: +386 (0) 3710 3686 / FAX: +386(0)37101261
E-MAIL: INFO@FACTORYSTORE.SI
SITE: WWW.FACTORYSTORE.SI

BRAZIL

CICLO LEIRIENSE
TEL: +55 (11) 2824 3333
E-MAIL: PASS@CICLOLEIRIENSE.COM.BR
SITE: WWW.CICLOLEIRIENSE.COM.BR

INDIA

REALM INC.
303 SURAT SADAN - SURAT STREET,
MASJID BUNDER (E) MUMBAI - 400 009
TEL: +91 (022) 2348 4503

SPAIN / PORTUGAL

CDC SPORT
TEL: +34 96 3134559 / FAX: +34 96 3134303
E-MAIL: INFO@CDC-BIKE.COM
SITE: WWW.CDC-BIKE.COM

CANADA

MV CANADA INC
TEL: +1 819 919 2199
E-MAIL: CANADA@MVC46.EU
SITE: WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM

ISRAEL

ISRAVELO LTD.
TEL: +972 54 533 0046
EMAIL: LENNY@ISRAVELO.COM
SITE: WWW.ISRAVELO.COM

SWEDEN

INTERPLAZA
TEL: +47 2150 5155/50 / FAX: +47 2150 5151
E-MAIL: LISA@INTERPLAZA.NO
SITE: WWW.INTERPLAZA.NO

CHILE

BECERRA Y GILARDONI LTDA
TEL: 0056/27245555
E-MAIL: EBECERRA@BOGGI.CL
SITE: WWW. EUROBIKE.CL

JAPAN

INTERMAX CO., LTD.
TEL: +81 55 252 7333 / FAX: +81 55 252 7303
E-MAIL: CELLO@SAMCHULY.CO.KR
SITE: WWW.CELLOBIKE.CO.KR

SWITZERLAND

CUAG SPORTS AG
TEL: +41 41 259 51 00 / FAX: +41 41 259 51 09
E-MAIL: INFO@CUAGSPORTS.COM
SITE: WWW.CUAGSPORTS.COM

CHINA /
HONG KONG

IRON ORE CO., LTD.
TEL: +852-3576 3839 / FAX: +852-3576 3837
E-MAIL: INFO@IRONORECHINA.COM
SITE: WWW.IRONORECHINA.COM

KOREA

VERY GOOD LEISURE CO LTD
TEL: +82 2 3014 4076 / FAX: +82 2 3448 5481
E-MAIL: ASHLEYKIM@CELLOSPORTS.COM
SITE: WWW.CELLOSPORTS.COM

TAIWAN

SPEEDHIGH CO. LTD.
TEL: +886 2 2728 1026 / FAX: +886 2 2728 1193
E-MAIL: SPEEDACE@MS11.HINET.NET
SITE: WWW.BIKER.COM.TW

CHINA

G.R. BIKE (SHANGHAI) TRADING CO., LTD.
TEL: +86 21 50530126
E-MAIL: INFO@RIVA.COM.CN
SITE: WWW.GRBIKE.COM.CN

LUXEMBOURG

WOLVENBERG N.V.
TEL: +32 (0)3 458 71 71 / FAX: +32 (0)3 458 71 72
E-MAIL: INFO@WOLVENBERG.COM
SITE: WWW.WOLVENBERG.COM

THAILAND

TAB GROUP
TEL: 02-5312345 / FAX: 089-0080035
E-MAIL: INFO@THAIACCESSBIKE.COM
SITE: WWW.THAIACCESSBIKE.COM

COLOMBIA

BIKE EXPERTS- PROPARTES
TEL: +57.1.8966363
E-MAIL: JFRANCO@PROPARTES.COM
SITE: WWW.PROPARTES.COM

MALTA

EXPRESS TRADING
TEL: +356 2167 7389 / FAX: +356 2166 7017
E-MAIL: MARK9H1BN@EUROWEB.NET.MT
SITE: WWW.EXPRESS-BIKES.COM

UNITED KINGDOM /
IRELAND

SADDLEBACK LTD
TEL: +44 (0) 1454 285285 / FAX: +44 (0) 1454 285286
E-MAIL: CASTELLI@SADDLEBACK.CO.UK
SITE: WWW.SADDLEBACK.CO.UK

CZECH REPUBLIC

VIVA LANSKROUN
TEL: +420 465 323 695 / FAX: +420 465 323 695
E-MAIL: CASTELLI@CASTELLI.CZ
SITE: WWW.ETAPE.CZ

MALAYSIA

CYCLE LIFE TRADING
TEL: +6012 471 0005 / FAX: +603 4292 1000
E-MAIL: INFO@CYCLELIFE.COM.MY
SITE: WWW.CYCLELIFE.COM.MY

DENMARK

BCW
TEL: +45 8883 9999 / FAX: +45 4648 1823
E-MAIL: INFO@BCW.DK
SITE: WWW.BCW.DK

THE NETHERLANDS

WOLVENBERG N.V.
TEL: +32 (0)3 458 71 71 / FAX: +32 (0)3 458 71 72
E-MAIL: INFO@WOLVENBERG.COM
SITE: WWW.WOLVENBERG.COM

ESTONIA

HAWAII EXPRESS
TEL: +372 639 8508 / FAX: +372 639 8566
E-MAIL: INFO@HAWAII.EE
SITE: WWW.HAWAII.EE

NEW ZEALAND

PRV VELO NEW ZEALAND
TEL: +64 9820 3512 / FAX: +64 9820 3513
E-MAIL: INFO@PRV.CO.NZ
SITE: WWW.PRV.CO.NZ

FRANCE

DAGG DISTRIBUTION
TEL: +33 (1)346 66946 / FAX: +33 (1)346 66945
E-MAIL: CASTELLI@DAGG.FR
SITE: WWW.DAGG.FR

NORWAY

INTERPLAZA
TEL: +47 2150 5155/50 / FAX: +47 2150 5151
E-MAIL: POST@INTERPLAZA.NO
SITE: WWW.INTERPLAZA.NO

GCC COUNTRIES

WOLFI'S BIKE SHOP
TEL: +971-4-3394453
E-MAIL: WOLFI@WBS.AE
SITE: WWW.WBS.AE

PERU

SPORTS LAB PERU SAC
TEL. +51 987961264
E-MAIL: CHARLIE@SPORTSLABPERU.COM
SITE: WWW. SPORTSLABPERU.COM

GERMANY

MVC SPORT VERTRIEBS GMBH
TEL: +49 (0) 8031 2360803
E-MAIL: VERTRIEB@MVC46.EU
SITE: WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING:COM

ROMENIA

MOS ION ROATA SRL
TEL: +40 21 210 4032
E-MAIL: ROXANA@MOSIONROATA.RO
SITE: WWW.MOSIONROATA.RO
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YOU KNOW YOU’RE GETTING AN UNFAIR ADVANTAGE

MANIFATTURA VALCISMON S.P.A.
VIA MARCONI 81/83, 32030 FONZASO [BL], ITALY | TEL.: +39 0439 5711 | FAX: +39 0439 56 436 | WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM | WWW.SERVIZIOCORSE.COM
/ CASTELLICYCLING |
strava.com/athletes/castelli-cycling

